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ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO. THURSDAY EVENING. JULY 11. 1907.
DO YOU SEE IT NOW, MR. CONGRESS ?
DEFAULTING TELLER,

Vn

STAND

TOOK

TODAY

.V

Family History Was Given
Dy Noted Defendant In
Response to
Queries.

SAY

HE

IS SUFFERING
SLIGHTLY

CONCLUDED

KEEPS IIP HIS

INSANITY PRETENSE IN NEW YORK PRISON

IE

MOYER

mu

tm

MINI

HIS

IN

The Kventnc CiUscn. In Advance. & amr
Dell Tf red by Carrier, M
per (north.

HIS

He Is Afflicted With Incipient

CR0SSEXAM1NAT1DN

Tuberculosis and Needed
the Money For

Denies That He Knew of Orchard's
Connection With Assassination
and Offers Explanation Concerning Check Given
to Slmpklns.

Treatment.
GAMBLED

)

I

.

!

.

BANK'S
FUNDS IN TRADE

Bolne, Idaho, July 11. William D.
Haywood was called to the stand Im-

mediately after the noon recess today
and his examination began by Attor-

-

ney Darrow.
Haywood was first questioned as to
his family history. His father and
stepfather were both miners and he
began to mine when nine years old.
His father wag born in Ohio and his
mother in South Africa, she being
a daughter of an English army officer.
He Is married and has two daughters. He said he lost his left eye
when seven years old by sticking a
knife into It. He joined the Western
Federation In 1886.
His direct examination will probably be concluded tomorrow and It
will then require from one to three
days for his cros3 examination. The
defense may put on several other
witnesses following Haywood, before
ending Its case.
Moyor'M
Kxiiniinntlon.
Senator Uoruh took up the cross
examination of President Mover tills
morning when court opened.
He
first Inquired as to where the real
power of the organization, between
the conventions, existed.
Moyer said that It rested In an executive board, a president and a secretary-treasurer.
He had been an
active or
member of the
executive board since 1899. Moyer
was very deliberate In his replies
again today, evidently weighing his
answers carefully.
, Ha said
PiH'fXot Alii CrimlnnlV
(fiat he lived In Deadnood,
S. D., during the Coeur d'Alene troubles in I8t), tout became acquainted
with many of the members from that
district at Sak Lake In the convention that year.
He also learned nt that time of
Governor Steunenberg's part in the
strike.
Senator Borah questioned the witness closely as to the extent of the
rule of the federation to defend any
member accused of crime. Moyer
said that it was not the custom to
defend any member, who committed
a crime, unless it was felt that the
Federation was In some way involved. He said that the Federation did
not hold out any Inducement to the
members that the organization would
defend them for any crime committed.
Borah next Inquired about Pettl-Imne- 's
connection . with the Federation. Moyer said that Pettibone was
not an active member, but was a good
friend of the order, and ready to aid
its members whenever he could.
N ever
Orel ill I'd.
Moyer declared
that he never
heard of orchard's enmity towards
Steunmborg until the present trial
began. On the trip to Ouray, Orchard had told him of his interest in
the Hercules mine, but did not say
that lie lost out through Steunen-beri- r.
lie always said that it was "because of troubles in the Coeur D'
Alene."
The witness said that he had read
in the papers that Orchard and Neville were suspected of the Independence depot explosion. When Mover
saw orchard a year later they discussed the depot explosion and Orchard declared that he had nothing
to do with It, iiml that he and Neville had left the Cripple Creek district before the explosion occurred.
The SiinpLin's ( heck.
Moyer declared that he knew nothing of the draft being sent by Haywood to Jack Simpkius on December
M. HIU3
you have knowledge of
Would!
1 lie cllec k
In ing drawn to cover the
draft?"
Ves, sir."
sue h
raw
ii'i you e
chock?"
-The only c! eek I drew was given
to Simpkins la pel son when he drew
liis per diem and mileage early 1n
J ie. ember in 1 icnver."
He said at the time a lawyer was
employed to lefend Orchard, he did
u In lieve lie had killed : Uelllli 1berg. He thought It another attempt
to eliaige th,. erime to ihu Fedel tion.
The cross examination
l.vsted but
little none than an hour and a half,
on
Moyer declared that lie
had not heard of Slmpklns
since
January, lli"ti, and did not know
was.
Both bides announc
where he
ed thru .Moyer s examination
was
concluded and the court took a re
cess.
lo

K

FLEET

Will

BE

When He Lost $16,000. He Loaded
His Suit Case With $80,000
More and Hunted Up His
Paramour Who Betrayed Him.

PRESIDENT'S

MESSAGE RAILROADS

WIN

OUT RELATION

CHESTER n.

JAPANESE
OVER

10

F

Washington. 1 1. C. July 11.- When
American battleship fleet starts
on Its 13 (inn mile cruise to the
ocean, it will proceed under war
conditions.
The fleet will not only
be constantly prepared to meet an
enemy, but will conduit maneuvers
designed to increase its effectiveness.
Pa-cil-

m:v ih.stm..sti:h appointed.
is
Washington, D.
July 11.

Thos.
C,
been appointed
ha
postmaster at Chjiiia, vice L. li.
resigned.

J. Thompson

Mel-leso- n,

GUN

ON

CITY

New York, July 11. Chester B.
Uunyan, paying teller of the Windsor
OF
Trust company, who is in Jail here
charged
$96,000
embezzling
of
TO CHRISTIAN
with
IN LAWSUIT IN
BETWEEN TWO
the company's funds. Is keeping up
Physicians
a pretense of insanity.
who have visited him in prison are Marquis Ito. in Administration
Latter Was About to Attack
of the opinion that he may be sufferII
ing from the use of drugs, though
Paper.
MoveDiscusses
they doubt the insanity theory. The
Executive at Meeting
defense will attempt to prove that
ment of American
Kunyan's family has a strain of hereof the City
National Convention of Socie- Court Decides That Constltu Japanese Statesman at the ditary insanity.
Warships.
Tho Motive.
Council.
ty at Seattle Hears From
Chester H. Runyan waa paying telltlonallty of Commission
Hague Voices Views to
er of the Windsor Trust company of
New York. His salary was small and
Roosevelt.
May be Questioned.
That Effect.
he was ailllcted with incipient tuber- NOT DISPOSED TO
TROUBLE CAUSED
culosis.
He had no money with which to
fight the disease and he longed to
HE WILL BE MADE AN
ARGUMENTS TO BE
SAYS BATTLESHIP CRUISE
QUESTION ACTION
save his life.
day It was June 9 he got a
HONORARY MEMBER
BYJRAFT CHARGE
HEARD TUESDAY
IS EXCELLENT IDEA tipOne
on the stock market. The next
day he stole money enough from
the bank to play it. He lost.
Seattle, Wash., July 11. The feaDenver, Colo., July 11. A motion
New York July 11. Kelroku
l,
The next day, and for six' days Statesman Says He Does Not Dis CQuncUmanJMsarmed one of Parture of last night's session of the an- of Attorney General Dickson to strike
oxter
that, he stole more and more
a
Japanese
statesman
believe Roosevelt'sAnnounce- of
imal national Christian Endeavor out the petition of intervention tiled
cabi
more, until he had taken 9 0
ticipants and Floored the Other
convention was the reading of tho by the Interstate railroads in the quo net rank and ambassador plenipo and of
money.
bank's
the
message sent to the convention
ment
of
Pacific
bv warranto proceedings Instituted by tentiary fron his country
Intentions.
to Quiet Disturbance-Furth- er
to The
Every cent of this was lost.
President Roosevelt, and an address the state railway commission, was Hague
IJke many another weak man, he
conference, Is quoted In a
by ltcv. Francis E. Clark, the father denied in Judge Whiteford's court
Has No Feeling In Heart
strong
to
conto
Trouble Expected
his
drink
took
dull
Herald cable today, as saying:
of the society.
this morning.
science and stupefy his brain so that
The message from the president
For
War.
petition
"Of
all
The
Atho
of
in
countries
intervention
the
world,
he could forget.
Between Them.
was addressed to William Shaw, genttacks the constitutionality
United States Is tho very last JaTlio Clinic
eral secretary of the Cnited Society Colorado railway commission.of tho the
pan
any
seeks
trouble
Tho
with.
of Christian Endeavor and was as
Arguments on an injunction, ap- l'nited States has been our best
IJut he could not furget, of course.
Tokio, Japan. Julv 11. Tl lit muriu.
follows:
Trinidad,
was Inevitable.
July 11. With the
plied for to enjoin the commission friend.
Tho more he Ing of the
The understanding between That
licet in the Vn- - declaration Colo.,
thought,
that he would kick tho
from luting until the question of Its our respective governments is pertho more desperate he be- cillc, about American
President's Message.
which
the
American
ing"
"stun
out
of
came.
some
constitutionality
Is
of the
bo
papers
will
settled
My Dear Mr. Shaw: 1 thank you
fect. So it is, I most flrinlv believe.
have annealed lo M lll'lillia ii
for their attitude on the water
for your letter. Through vou I wish heard Tuesday.
between tho intelligent people of both said"If toI nm going to be a thief," he for an opinion, is
disextension
proposition, Former Kngi-nehimself,
might as well be cussed by lto's uc ministration paper
Action i:ioctcil.
to extend to the International Chrisci'uuti les.
Goodwin created a. dlstiirh.nin
good one."
today.
tian Endeavor my heartiest
good ingThe action of tho court In denyTo n question regardlnc tho send a So
tho city council meeting last evenbe determined upon a bold play.
tho motion of tho attorney gen- ing of the American licet to tho
wishes for the admirable work thev
It suys: "Wo cannot hell) feeling at
ing and attempted to assault
He would steal enough so that In; some misgiving with
Mayor
are doing. I.et ine in particular ex- eral was expected as It was generally
regard
to
replied:
the
Tzuzukl
Uuylor
Tho latter, although seventy
be Independent and light his significance of the intent of massimt years
press my earnest hope th.it you will conceded that the motion was not
"I say without hesitation that Ja- could
age,
of
way
on
stood
to
ground
his
base.
liberty,
possible,
if
If
crounds.
caught.
emphasize as one of the features of
the American battleships
the 1'a- - drew a revolver to protect himselfand
would look upon the cruise with
Ho went about It coolly. Into a cillc, especially in view of In
The court 'Will now determine, pan
in
your convention the need that the
the
i?rn ml .
no
the
Idea
that
better
time
than
the
melee that he thought was about
of the lose announcement attr buted lo the the
ers should take n Mrs rank from in Kuiiients whicli will be. made present could be chosen. Just when suitcase he packed J80.000
to
ensue.
next
Tuesday,
money,
bank's
whether the law creat- the two governments
walked out tho door piesiueni iu me enect that the navv
I am glad you
in good citizenship.
are in most unsuspected
The trouble came up over a stateand disappeared.
are to endeavor to bring this subject ing the commission Is legal. If It is perfect accord."
will furnish the world with a startl- ment
by Mayor Taylor that Engineer
decided In favor of tho commission
ing demonstration of America's de Goodwin
so prominently before this meeting.
Tho
Woman.
Admiral
Shimamura
was
who
with
ordered the water from
rates
enforced by that body will the ambassador when the statement
fensive
capacity.
It will be a pleasure to accept hon- the
A
night
two before that, whllo
North lake shut off and never had
orary membership ill your Christian become effective, otherwise they will was made, coincided entirely with in a half or
is
It
dilllcult
us
for
to
accent
the
state,
drunken
he
a
it
met
turned on again before he reassurance that the coming maneuvers signed.
Endeavor Patriots' League, for I am be null and void.
Tzuzuki's views.
woman on the street.
The lie was passed and tha
uo
possess
sure that with the general purposes
any
not
whatconnection
spectacle of a man lu his prime
Afraid to face his wife In his
atwith the Japanese-America- n
and efforts of that League I shall
sitshame, ho sought the companionship ever
to assault an old
uation.
Wo regret that the Wash- tempting
have the heartiest sympathy, though
of
woman.
this
Ho
man
followed.
would
furnish ington government thinks it neces- CENT FARE ONLY DOUBLE MURDER DUE TO her :! ii week, he said, and
of course i could not commit myself TWD
Mr.
in his address to tha
she sury to
in advance to agree with all of their
what resembles a pro- - council Goodwin
Jumped
at
the
chance
They
made complaint
rented cautionarytakemeasure.
that the
views without knowing them.
present
a
together.
Hat
hampered
She cared so little
him In hi
d
I wish you
"However, we are not disposed to work bycouncil
In
vour
about
not
him
in.allowing
never
she
that
even
to check
him
any serious importance to this
work, because the Christian End'eav-orer- s
OF
the city's funds as was permitted
quirea his last name She knew him attaick
OF
matter, and have no Inclination to on
are working for the things that
by the old council without audit or
only
as
"George."
are vital to the soul, and I believe
doubt the president's sincerity In as- check.
Her name, it is said, is Laura suring
us of the peaceful nature of
that they can do much that Is of the
course
i arier.
It Is believed that tho Investigation
- tho proposed
she
and
uneduis.
very greatest valun to the
maneuvers.
cause of
being made by the present council
SYSTEM
eaten.
good citizenship; for In
Not
Want
Wur.
the last
lo's
Into
negro
She
the reckless expenditure of tha
a
hired
housekeeper, and
analysis the fundamental requisite of
"Neither have we the slightest people's
money In the water extenIt was to her Hat that Uunyan took doubt
good citizenship from tho standpoint
pacific
of
the
senfriendly
and
sion is responsible for the dltliculty
his suitcase full of stolen money
of the country - that a man should
timents
government.
of
the
American
arose
last evening, Goodwin takTho Wife.
havo tho very qualities which make Burlington Will Not
people towards whom Japan's that
ing exceptions to the probe,
Give Low Killed Woman With Whom He In the meantime, what of Mrs. The
hlui of leal value In tho home, in
blame U probably due, are irrespon.Mayor
Uunyan?
Draws Gnu.
was
She
the church, In all the higher relationsick in bed on sible for the actions of both nations."
the day of his arrest.
Rates In All
ships of life.
Knrnged- - at
Ito declines a discussion regardthe epithet "liar,"
Was
Infatuated,
and
When he went away on the fateful ing the sensational agitation of tho which had been applied to him
Faithfully yours,
by
morning of his big steal he lart
press.
former Water Works Engineer GoodTheodore Boosevelt.
on
His sole comment
tho
her
States.
Paramour.
with a 110 bill, and that was all the probability of war Is:
win, Mayor Taylor drew a gun to demoney tiie Und in the world.
"There is no feeling in my heart fend himself from uttack.
It look
Shu had learned from tho news-pnpi- for this."
ed as If the gun was aimed Btraight
Denver, Colo., July 11. An error
FIVE INJURED IN RACE
at
that
her
was
Goodwin's
husband
being
breast,
several
when
Y., July 11.
N.
Buffalo.
retor
was made yesterday In the statement
ny me police, and the
of
members
the council grappled
Forrestel, a well known ealoonkeeDer lunsuei
thought
mayor
tho
of
with
diserace,
together
the
and
BURSUM
with
with Goodwin
CASE INTO COURT
that the Burlington would make a and sporting man, and Mario
und prevented further trouble.
Smith, the knowledge that a long term In
rate over Its entiro system.
aged 32, a waitress !n his saloon and prison probably awaited him, so unTile difference between Mayor Tnj
FOR GLIDDEN
John F. Vallery, general agent of restaurant, were murdered early to- nerved her that she collapsed.
Ir and Goodwin arose over fl. water
So Hold Collehiilcs I Antidilu'inly onco after his arrest did Run- llcfcrce
Hie load In Denver, explains the new day.
works
Goodwin
the
a ii I Will Subline Kcint to
tion
George Hudson, a painter, Is yan display any
Mayor a ' liar" when ho wascalled
emotion. That was
accused
.lutlye J'urkrr.
tariit system of Burlington by saying accused of the cr.rne.
wnen the police asked him about his.
of being a. grafter.
No
sooner
had
that the
rate will prevail for
Goodwin said this than botli men
The Smith woman formerly lived n l
through as well as for
The l'inlsli.
trailio In with Hudson, but refused last night
Pe, X. Jtf.. Juiy 11. (Spe- started for euch other. Mayor Tav- Santa
s
inou-niKltho-- y
of dollars of his stolen cial
states where the
from his pocX- The report of
laws to leave Forresters place and resume
Charles iui w nipped a revolver
have been passed, but In other stntes relations with Hodson, which is tho wealth did Uunyan lavish on Laura V. Sal'iord In i lie suit leleiee
an.l raised It. I inniediate v there
broimht bv II. :et
wa
Carter.
alleged
a
Diamonds
wilii sera hi hie for places of
cause of tin: double murder.
and rings all
Car Overturned. Pinioning U'f,0,. wl" be " reduction on local
Ihirsum for an accounting of disHudson was arrested a few min- sorts of Jewelry ho placed at her puted accounts at the time lie was safety by thus.) within run ire of tho
gun Councilman ilaryer dived unfeet. He g ive her 113,00a l cash, he
utes
Colorado
th- - territorial priscrime,
Wvomlnir
will
tho
after
and
have
covered
with
of
Three of Its Occupants
to pay local rate to the state line, blood, but (b dares that he has no re- on, his been complitid and will be der the table where he remained unfays 11 was 15,000
one ihiy she recognized his nicture forwarded
but can buy through tickets to any 'olloction of what occurred. It l al
to Juice Frank W. Par-- ; til all trouble had
For An Hour.
leged that Hudson stabbed Forrestel !in a newspaper, and he confessed that ker, who sits In
I" Int in other states where the
Of Long Si. i Hi Mm;.
the case, this even- he
int;
late. 'ihe new tr.itliu will go will a butcher knife, and then stab- "asyouKU111V.
Tho
other
eotineiinien look refuge
r. to plus tho
"If
bed
the woman.
and this housekeeper be.
rate.
Kif. iee Saffoid declined to discuss In various
place until Alderman
tray me," ho declared, "I will blow
Previous to this order it was
the case with a Citizen representa- 1'acker
Toledo, Ohio, July 11. The first
charged
Goodwin and with a
yo'T iieads off!"
to buy local tickets in each
tive today txeept to say
he had swift blow, floored hini, tiius
nf note on the endurance
restorJielievlng hlin to bo dangerous, absolutely given out no thatstatement
to obtain advantage of the
run for the Glidden cup, occurred to- state rate.
BLOODY SPOT CAUSES
ing
ijuiet,
while others disarmed tho
nauia i arier supped out of the coin ei ning tin. suit and that any re- - mayor.
day when the car of K. 11. Otis, of into effect InThe new tarllie will go
unn nouneu mo police
ports us to the findings
about one month.
in.iiu
by him
Cleveland, currying his wife, J. J.
The trouble has been brewing for
Now Chester 11. Uunyan Is In Jail are mere guess work. made
.unan, .miss Uolhns, and J. li. Spoon
several days and Is the outcome of
OF
RUMORS
with
MURDER
the
life
of
The Citizen
a convict staring hlin
correspondent.
how- -' tho mayor's evident Intention to have
er, overturned about six miles we
In the face.
NEGRO Will BE
The woman who betray- ever, talked with several
of this city.
Goodwin removed from oiliee. which
ed him told the police that he was e.aniine.i ueioro ine rcrei oe witnesses
(His.
and they caused the latter to resign. Goodwin
Alis ltollhu and Nunun
the easiest sucker I ever expect to are authority fm- the statement
were the most seriously hurt, as they
that
Insists that he has been mistreated.
Silver City, X. M., July 11. (Speu- - see." She will claim the $7,000 re- noine
discrepancies Were found und being a large man, proposed
were pinioned underneath the cur.
iae
to
ia
Neisoii
Sheriff
is
a
having
in
ward
by
offered
the
report
the
company
extrust
of
the
use physical means to enforce his
The maximum tpeed permitted In
microscopic examination
made of for his arrest.
pert MeMahon of Colorado Springs.
Itunyan'a
says
wife
the Hidden trophy endurance runs 'i
rights.
some blood w hich was found yester-Ida- y she knows ha was insane and Is willSafford. when Informed
20 miles and the Otis car was hardly
There Is much Indignation over tha
beside an opening in
ing to forgive him.
what the witnesses had said niraln city
making this speed when it overturnGlobe, Ariz.,
11.
July
because of his having
William mine near here. A reportthewasIvanhoe
mad.;
declined to discuss the case in any startedtoday
ed, the accident being caused by tha Iialdwin, tho murdered of Mrs. liar-e- y to the sheriff
to attack the mayor, and if
that a man's head hud
manner.
Cruelly
skidding of the wheels as the car
any
Morris und her chil l at Itoos-Hon.
he
Itt'ut
had
heretofore, he has
been discovered there, but InvestigaThere is considerable Interest here injured it bycase
' Velt,
IVllurlde.
Colo., July 11. Jami
on January 31. w ho was re- - tion proved
made a sharp turn In the road.
this action. Further
only
big
a
that
as
bloody
to
Iloyer
the
sub-Mcontents
r.
of
H
the
village
report
of
the
July
on
wife
riding
his
were
Otis and
liv .lllilt't. Vav.
of San Miguel, in ted by
sentenced on
trouble is expected between the men.
existed to ibear out the theory two miles below Tellurlde,
Sarrord.
the driver's seat with the others in at Solomonville to hanir Frlrinv Jnlv spot someone
was tried
had been murdered on this afternoon on a
Inthe rear seat. Mrs. (ills and Spooner l 'th, at Solomonville. will be execu'. that
of
charts
Tuesday
.) I UVOK Cl llltV
night. A careful examina- humanely treating his
Meu-ulwere thrown out and were only bad- ed tomorrow
Wlii Visit laics.
old
.NEAKIXU 'FKISCO.
tion of all the Khats in that vicinity son.
ly ibruised, but the other three were
The
little
fellow's
Iialdwin told the court that he has failed
face
was
Washington. D. C. Julv 11. Sec.
lac retary
any further de- crated and his head and body badly
Washington. D. C, July 11. It wai
pinioned beneath the car where thiy had made his peace with find, and velopments toto bring
&nll
of
the Navv Met ont will
light, und the result bruised. Krom all accounts
announced here today that Governor
were held for an hour until Spooner thanked the Judge and Sheriff Thomp- of the
boy for the Hawaiian islands about July George
Curry, the new executive of
examination of Is a victim of kleptomania, thewhich
was able to cecure help to raise the son for saving him from a mob In the bloodmiacrociiic
-- "
witt
will
base
be
New Mexico, left Honolulu on July
and
for
nmiwt
naval
awaited
before fur- was the Immediate cause of the
car.
Globe the night of February 2, last. ther search U made.
there
with a view to mak- - a and will arrive In Sau Franciscco
lug recommendations.
ou July -- 0.
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SKEPTICAL TRINIDAD MAYOR DREW

IS CORDIAL
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l

MltS. LAtllV CARTER.

MASSING

i

READY

ntXYAX.

1

f

tttk-ation- s

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE TWO.

EVENING

CITIZEN.

THVRSDAY.

The Biggest Hind of a Change
that Ever Happened to Any Magazine
Has Happened This Month to

1 Classified Advertisements!

INTO

11

PROPERTY

LOANS.

CORPSE

Desert Body of Elder Bodwell Found
Laborers
Despoiled Near
Work and Head For
Solomonvllle.
This Country.

Railroad

SCRP

MONEY to LOAN

hAMcd.

lOT.

MISSIONARY'S

UNITED

STATES
PERSONAL

II.

JAPS SNEAKING GHOULS ROBBED

IS
HELP WANTED.
HELP WANTED Iithat Is your
crying need, a want ad In The
Evening Citizen's want column will
awure you of plentyof employes.

Jt1,V

Pianos, Organs
On
Furniture,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels:
Solomon vllle,
Ariz.. Julv 11.
Tucson. Ariz.. Julv 11. The Influx
also on SALARIES AND WAR1
of large bodies of Japanese Into Chi Tuesday the decomposed body of Kl- HOUSE RECEIPTS, M low M lit
causw.
r.
Hoaweil, wno lost his life
der
huahua the past few weks nas
and as high as $100. Loans art
In the Gila January SI, was found
d much speculation as to tneir in
private
quickly made and strictly
tentions and worry on the part of burled, In the sand one mile below
Time: One month to one year glren
United States immigration olllclals the point where he attempted the
A Mexican
wood- fatal crossing.
long the Arizona border.
possession
Ooods remain In your
The fact of the matter is that they hauler saw a faded sleeve protrud4
Our rates are reasonable. Call an
are all heading for the United States. ing from the sand and digging down
see us before borrowing.
They may work In Mexico long uncovered the body.
N. M.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Justice Bennett, of the San Jose
nough to get money to get across
house-wor- k
general
Steamship ticket to and from a'
WANTED A girl for
tne line, liut no longer. But they are precinct, summoned a coroner's Jury
THE SCRAP BOOK for July Im Immued In two mectlonmtwo complete mogaztnea, each
world-Roomat 815 South Third street.
parts of the
s
coming so fast they will make up for and an Inquest was held Saturday
with tin own covet- - and It own table of content. One of these auctions le an
evening. A number of persons Iden
the local shortage of labor.
4, Grant Bldg.
WANTED Plain sowing; children's
and
I
e
Im
maga-tinfa
magazine.
a
mammoth
Each
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Kvenlng Citizen are for your especial Oi Witt's Kldnej lid Bladder Pills Sure) ind Safi
envelope by addressing application to
ing, healing household remedy is
1st to Sept. SO. 1907. Return
June
people
and
the
to
It talks
Carbollzed Witch Hazel Salve. benefit.
215 Wf st 6o!fJ Ave.
UCO.
limit Oct. SI. 1907.
SOLD 1Y J. L OIUF-IXthey talk to you.
Cradlicld Regulator Co. Atlanta.Ga.
Sold by J. H. O'Rlelly & Co.
T. E. PURDT, Agent.

WANTED Uunny sacks, all kinds.
E. W. Fee. 02 South first street,
to dellvsr
WAMKU Boy with pony
papers. Aprly at thla office.
WANTED A gooJ, reliable man to
run coal chute. Apply to Charles
M. Fisher, Santa Fe chutes.
Experienced bookkeeper
WANTED
Address,
that can do telegraphing. Antonio,
A. H. Hilton Mer. Co., San
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The Only Way to Know a Thing is to Try It
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Easy Money
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Now Ready on all
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Children Like

It
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SOMETHING
i
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BASE BALL

MeeLiT.s

WHERE THEY PLAY
National Iragiir.
at Boston.
Chicago nt Philadelphia.
Cincinnati at New York.
Pittsburg at Brooklyn.

,nn?

r

sm

m m

8HERWIN-WILLIAM-

CHICAGO LUMBER

PAINT

3

Cover

mora,

looks best, wear
the longest, most economical: fnll mBM
BUILDING
PAPER Always In stock.
Plaster, Lime, Cement.
Paint, Glass, Saab, Doors, Etc

Ft. Louis

TO STIUKE A LITTLE CHILD.

J.IN C.NATIVK
BAT.DRIDGE
A MO

OKAIM

FIRST STREET

AJVD

COAL AVE. AI.BCQCERQCK,

American Iongue.
Boston at Cleveland.
New York at Detroit.
Philadelphia at St. Louis.
Washington at Chicago.

ss

G.L.

NEW MKX.

Keppeler

HOW THEY STAND
National league.
Won. Lost. Pet.
Chicago
18
55
.753
2
New York
4S
.62S
42
Pittsburg
28
.600
39
31
Philadelphia
.57
Dost on

31
30
30
17

Cincinnati
Brooklyn
St.

luis

Phone

.4 49

38
43
43

I

American
Chicago . .
Cleveland
Detroit
Philadelphia
St. IajuIs
Boston
Washington

IvCflgiic.

Won. Lost. Pet.
45
25
.643
49
45
.608
39
29
.0.4
39
82
.649
43
30
.411
27
44
.380
22
43
.333

..

THE TROUT SEASON IS NOW OPEN

Won. Lost. Pet.
28
41
.494
44
84
.564
39
34
.534
3
83
.522
81
43
.419
45
26
.366

lies Moines
Omaha
Lincoln
Denver
Sioux City
Pueblo

We novr

operate the Peons Ranch
",e hcsvl wafers
of the Pecos river,
'fifteen
giiemts.
.

Western

X. !

.,

thing for nothing. It doesn't mean
anything any more." And ho started
away.
Then a child came by, and dropped
a penny In the blind man's cup. It
wan all she had.
"Why did you do that?" said the
man.
"Why?" she answered, her eyes
opening In astonishment, "doesn't he
need it?'
The child's mind was not like the
man s. He s went straight to the
very heart of things. For her the
beggar's need was
lld you ever look at It that way?
It is the only way. It need not con
cern us that so many gifts are for
show, for ostentation, for the salving
of a conscience that stings. Something for nothing Is the only charity
Human need in the only inspiration
For the sake of public opinion you
irmy tiestow a princely girt, dui it win
turn to tinsel before it leaves your
hand.
There Is a great blessing In ministering to the world's tragedies; it Is
that there is never any recompense.

TO BE IX LOVE.

But the man was in bad humor.
He had come home with the recollection of a disagreeable interview still
in his mind. The
child had said
something, done sumethlng. GerhaDS
only gotten in his way. And he lost
nis temper, it came over him like a
Hash.
And he did one of the most ter
ribly cruel things a man can do.
He struck the child!
It was not that the blow in Itself
caused physical pain, although it did.
ana lert a red mark on the Mttla
cheek. It was not that the grown
man, a giant to the child, had let his
ugly reelings conquer him. and had
made himself a coward in using violence towards one who could not resist. It was not even that he had
turned the weight of his hand against
his own flesh and blood.
That blow left a wheal on the
child's memory that no years could

The man might be sorry after
wards. If there was any real manhood in him, he could not help know
ing remorse, lie might shower the
child with indulgence and kindness.
But the reparation
would never
wipe away the scar on the tender
heart of the child.
That blow meant disappointment,
inexpressible
surprise,
wounding.
poignant (trier, awiul revelation.
It meant the sudden shattering of
every childish ideal, the quick at- upon raitn, confidence and
tac.K
love which dwell In a child's heart ao
they dwell nowhere else this side of
heaven.
It told the child for the first time
that life can be changed into an aw- rui thing, that it has tears as well at Philadelphia
1
2 9
smiles. And there is no more nathet.
Batteries Walsh and McFarland;
ic moment in the sum of human experience than when It is borne upon Plank and Powers.
the flower of a little child's mind that
Western Ijcague.
lire is not all happiness.
At Lincoln
R. H. E.
Lincoln.

Territorial
Topics
The ladles of Douglas are annoyed
by a "Peeping Jack."
A slit year old native boy at
Ariz., was captured by the Sal
vation Army and given his first bath
at a local livery stable yesterday.
H. W. Scott, of Carlsbad, has out- -'
lined plans to build a tn'iioad froru
Kansas City to El Paso by way of
Litwton, Okla., and CarHbad.
Miss Ida M. Smith,
I rid., on her arrival
at
Tuesday, was married
Bennett, a local mining

Win. Shephard

and

of Kvansvllle,
Ulsbee, Ariz.,

to Frank E.
man.
Joe Zuyon,

snld to be members of the Western
Federation of Miners, were fined 125
eax-at Bisbee, Ariz., for deterring

miners from their work.
Thomas Wilson, a pioneer of Tucson, Arizona, is dead, aged 60 year.
His body was found lying where it
had fallen out of a chair, heart disease having caused his death. Wilson was born In India in 1847.

These two people are In love.
Outside, the world Is going on just
me name.
aien are nghting
for
money, and working and plotting and
hurrying back and forth. Women are
rushing breathlessly after that phantom of social rank and recognition,
spending,
organizing,
entertaining.
There is squalor and wealth, success
and failure, Joy and sadness, tragedy
and comedy. The universe is revolving and the kaleidoscope of humanity is presenting every Instant gome
new condition and aspect of life.
They have forgotten all about it.
They are themselves the world and
life, the solar system and the whole
univeTwe.
Nothing afffots them or enters into
their sphere of consideration.
If you should come in and say,
"The world has
stopped going

Neill Campbell, said to be a son of
one of the wealthiest merchants of
Glasgow, Scotland,
an exile from
around," they would reply, "Well? home because of misdeeds, died In
poor
county
house
mrrerenee
at Phoenix,
the
nat
does that make?'
All their lives these two have been Arizona, this week. Drink caused his
wandering through the mountain! of death.
v
lt.x.perience, and they have Just reach
ed the summit of its loftiest ueak.
M. Chaves and 'wife, two natives
Years ago both of them thought who reside at Bisbee, Ariz., have been
tney naa round out all there was to held by the coroner's Jury for neglect
find. He had grown to manhood, she In caring for their child, which died
to womanhood. They thought they twenty hours after birth. Their fallKnew me world pretty well.
ing to care for It Is alleged to be the
And now they have Just discover cause of its death.
ed that all their wisdom was ignor
ance. all their light darkness,
Bcoause his wife sassed him and
all
their perception noth nsr but a miser refused to allow him to lay his hands
able looking at things through amok- - on some money she had locked in a
ea glasses.
trunk, Heyney Garcia of Coyote, shot
For the first time they are know her twice, probably fatally woundIng and seeing and living.
ing her. Garcia has been arrested
Some of us go through life with and is now in Jail at Tierra Amarilla
out this thing called love.
What awaiting fhe action of the next grand
fools we are!
Jury.

A prisoner at Phoenix. Ariz., attempted to escape from Deputy Sheriff Smith by Jumping through a car
window as the train pulled into the
station. Sml'h followed him through
the window, but as the officer is a fat
To imk and silinf women, there U st kst ana
man, the prisoner had a moment the
to help. But with Uikt war two treatment
wr
start while Smith hung in the aperoiujtt be combined. One U local, one U contfiti
ture. Panties who saw the affair
tional. but both an important, boh
v Arrivals.
Nigkt
caught
Phoop's
Local.
U
Cure
the
tho prisoner.
Ir.
large
A
brass,
line
of
bronzed
and
IT. Phoop's R.strttve. the Constitutional.
car
The tormvi Ir. (Snoop's N iht Cure is a tnplral Iron beds, small refrigerators,
L. Hollld.iy, nn englner and prom
mucous membrane suppository remedy, while lr. pets, linoleum, window shades, cur
of Tucson, Ariz., was
inent
Kcjuimuve it wholly an internal treatfcuoop
tain poles, stair pads, mattresses, nearly citizen
decapitated Saturday by being
ment. The Restorative- rtcliei throughout the stoves and ranges,
baby
iron
beds
ru k by a guy wire as he leaned
entire lyotem. seeking- the repair oi all nerve, Futrelle Furniture Co.
from the cab window at Maricopa.
all tissue, and all blood ailmeitU.
The "Night Cure", a lu name Implies, does its
impetus of the engine threw him
The
work while you sleep. It soothes sore and intism-e- t
Kodol will nourish and strengthen to the cab floor after the wire struck
mucous surfaces, heals local weaknesses and your dlgesetlve organs and furnish
him. His head arid neck are badly
dicharg, while the Kejtomtive, eaikts nervous the natural digestive Juices for you injured
and he will lose one eye.
excitement, gives renewed vigor and ambition,
It will make you well. Ko
bull. la up wasted tissues, bringing about renewed stomach.
J,
strength, vigor, and energy, lake Ir. bhoop's
dol dig'js!s whu you eat.
Sold by
The body of W. T. Bodwell, a mis-s- i
kestoralive TuUeuor Liynid asa general tonic O'fllelly & Co.
mary of the Adventist huri h. who
to Um) system, l or positive local help, usu as Weil
was drowned in the Gila January 31.
n'K's tjtinn, roi.n tsoot isf.f.I has been found buried in the sand,
AT WALTON'S imrii STOKE.
lie attempted to cross the river on a
pony when It was high and vtas carThe best remedy for backache, ried away and drowned. Every efweak kidneys. Inilaniatlon of th fort wns made to recover the lKdy,
Madder is DeWltt's Kidney and Blad but without success
This week It
der Pills.
Their action is prompt was found by a Mexican wood hauler.
and sure. A week's treatment for About I7! In money, a gold watch and
"ALL DRUGGISTS"
25c. Sold by J. H. O' Rielly & Co various paper which the man had In

Weak Women

Dr. tShoop's

Night Cure

Use Kennedy's
Laxative Cough
yrup.
contains no opiates.
drives the cold out of the system by
gently moving the bowels. Contains
Honey and Tar and tastes nearly as
good as mapie yrup. (Children like
It. Sold by J. H. OP.lelly & Co.

-

twenty-fiv- e

nnmber to any and all points on the river. Write for rate.
p P"". N. M.. Trlerrams addressed to us at
r jV,.T.7i I'W
telephoned
to

as without delay.

THE VALLEY RANCH

National Ionfnie.
At Philadelphia
R. H. E.
Pittsburg
6
2
Philadelphia
3
5
1
Batteries Phlllppl
Gibson;
and
Moran and Dooln.
At New York
R. H. E.
1
St. Louis
6 1
7 15
New York
0
Batteries Fromme, McQlynn and
Marshall; Ames and Bowerman.
At Boston
R. H. E.
6
9
6
Boston
0
4 6
Cincinnati
Batteries Bouldin and Needham;
Welmer. Schmltx and Schlei.
At Brooklyn
R. H. E.
8
1
Brooklyn
0
1
Chicago
0
Batteries Pfeister,
and
Brown
Moran; Scan ion and Bergen.
American lxviiruo.
At Detroit
R. H. E.
2
9 15
Detroit
4
New York
6 2
Batteries Donovan and Archer;
Neiwton, Moore and Thomas.
At Cleveland
R. H. E.
6
9 1
Boston
0 2 2
Cleveland
Batteries Winters
Shaw;
and
Llebhardt, Hess and Bemla
Second game
R. H. E.
6
2
0
Cleveland
2
0 6
Boston
Batteries Joss and Clarke; Young
Shaw and Crlger.
R. H. E.
At Chicago
1
4
1
Chicago

It was not verv wrong, the thought. ever efface.

less act of the child.

(formerly the Sparks ranch)
where we can accommodate

n""o1"epients at The Valley Ranch,
meet any train at Glorleta. If
wn
by let
tn'ap ' Ar PW"P"1 to carry comfortably notified
parties of any

wmNi.Lfan
onp

YESTERDAY'S GAMES.

The blind beggar was sitting on the
doorstep as the man came by.
"Help the fcllnd!" walled the beggar.
The man stopped. He put his hand
in his pocket.
He could feel the
pieces of money. Then a thought
struck him. Every piece of that
money he had won by hard effort.
Every dollar represented that much
."riven up by him In brain and brawn.
Who ever gave hLm money? Nobody.
Who had made life easier for him?
Nobody. Who had put out a hand
and offered to share his burdens?
Nobody.
In his mind the man addressed the
beggar. "Who are you, then, to ask
me for what I have worked for?" he
thought. "What have you ever done
for me? What has your world ever
"done for me? I have been successful,
yes. I have made money, yes.
But
I did it myself. I have only myself
There have been times
to thank.
when I needed help." He laughed
bitterly.
"But I never got It. No,
beggar, the wor'.d does not give some

967

Albuquerque
New Mexico

.411
.411
.221

80

S. Second St.

317-31- 9

4

7

A. C. BtLICKE

and JOHN

8. MITCHELL Invite their friends to
Xew Mexico headquarters at

mate

The HollenbccU Hotel
Los Angeles,
California

Tour friendship and patronage Is appreciated.
Courtesy and
attention to gmeats is a pleasure ta us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafa
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.

0X3000)000000000(
Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

. HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumbar Cars; Shaft
Inva, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns aad Iroa
Fronts for Buildings.
sTepara eif mining mtH mm M mo HI it ory a moolmity
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.
m.

621 North

First

Street- -

Phone No. 4 as

4

2
6 10
his possession were missing, which Omaha
Jones, Stimmell, Sulll
Batteries
indicates tnat the body had been rob- - van and , Zinran; Thompson and
and probably purposely hidden. uon amer- tei
uoaweu uvea at Tucson, Arts.
R. H. E
At Sioux City
1
7 1
Sioux City
2 10
0
Supervisor Ross McMillan, of the Denver
Batteries Williams and Sheehan;
Pecos, J ernes and Taos national for
ests announces that the east line of Adams and McDonough.
R. H. E,
Second game
the Pecos national forest has been
4
6 14
officially established.
The work of Sioux City
1
2 0
establishing this line was under the Denver
Batteries Smith and Sheehan; Bo
supervision of captain William Strov
er. of Washington. The trees have hannon and McDonough.
At
been blazed for the entire distance eblo-De- s Des Moines: Rain prevented Pu- Moines game.
and the line definitely marked. The
American Association.
work required five weks.
At Kansas City: Kansas City E;
i.
A mystery
surrounds
James J. Columbus
11;
At Minneapolis: Minneapolis
Smith, alias Jefferson MUner. a man Ivoulsvllle
3.
who died at Bisbee, Ariz., three weeks
6;
In
Milwaukee:
Mllwaukeee
At
ago. He was not burled until yester
3.
day as tne authorities have expected dianapolls
At St. Paul: St. Paul' 4; Toledo 6.
to near from his friends. It was evi
dent from information gleaned from
llie Cliarnilng Woman
him during his last illness that he
perfect form
came of rich parentage and had run Is not necessarily one of plain
woman
and features. Many a
away from home.
serve
never
as
an artist's
who could
possesses
qualities
model
rare
those
Capt. flrlmstead. disciplinarian of
the Phoenix Indian school, has re that all the world admires: neatness.
ceived orders to oust the Indians who clear eyes, clean smooth akin and
participated in the recent trouble ut that sprlghtllness of step and action
Only sensational talk was that accompany good health. A phy
McDowell.
Indulged in by the braves, and It Is sically weak woman Is never attract
Electric
probable that the order to oust them Ive, not even to herself.
weak women, give
on this account Bitters restore
will be modified
strong nerves, bright eyes, smooth
Olll, who failed to properly control the Apaches during this velvety skin, beautiful complexion
trouble, may be removed.
Guaranteed at all druggists, 60c.

uon:

IAM ON D
ICE
Southwestern Brewery

A Ioe Company,

Wall i aperi

--

Sub-Age-

l4t mo

J.

nt

South Sicond and Lmd

J. D. Eakln, President
Vice President.

O. Oloml,

Com. Velln!,

secretary

O. BackeckL

Treats rox.

Bneceisors to

MELINI A CAKIN, and

ACHECH

I

a OIOMI.

WHOLK9ALK BKALKRM IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
kfp
la stock f outfit tho
mott fottldloai bar oomploto

Don't swelter this

Wm

summer with the temperature at 110. Get
a

n

Consolidated Liquor Company

in Your Kitchen

0

xiMr

Sui lrnctfoti

05S)0OS)000000000

A Summer Vacation

i

and paint yonr
guaranteed.
lronit attention to mall orders.
D. EMMONS, successor tn Stacv &. fin.
Iiouhc.

mvmrylbina

Hsve bssn appointed exclusive aganta In the outhweat fen Sea, .
Schlltt, Wm. Lamp and 8t Louis A. B. C. BrewerlM? Yailewetone,
Green Rlvsr, V. H. McBrayer's Cedar Brook, Louis Hunter, T.J. Man.
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies oe numerous te mentis.
WE ARB NOT COMPOUNDERS.
Bnt sell the atralglit article as received by as from tie best laertea,
Distilleries and Breweries In tae United 8tat a. Call aad lssseet
or wrue iot tuusiraiea uaiaione and Fnee
dm; lug
Issued to dealers only.

New Perfection

Wick Blue Flame Oil
Stove and have a cool
kitchen. The

hi

NEW PERFECTION
e
Wick Blue Flame Oil

THE

Cook-Stov-

produces a working flame instantly. Blue flame means highly
concentrated heat, no soot, no dirt. Oil is always at a maintained
MaJe in three sizes. Lvery
level, ensuring a uniform flame.
your dealer's write to our
at
warranted.
not
If
etove
nearest agency for descriptive circular.

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex

Fttots

Roofing

,

The

JfeybLamp

of brass

is the best lamp for

house
hold use.

throughout and beautifully nickeled.

Made
Perfectly

g
constructed; absolutely safe ; unexcelled in
power ; an ornament to any room. Every lamp warranted.
If not at your dealer's write to our nearest agency.
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
ilacorKwalcd)
light-givin-

1

First and Marquette

Alfeoqaerqtie, New Mexico

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

BARNETT,

Prop'.

i 2 0 West Railroad Avenue

DSIOOQllOSlO0ia(

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

a
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SAMPLe A NO
CLUB WOOM

MiaMfilaldlSBlB.

'ALBUQUERQUE

teAea tovwl

EVENING

CITIZEN."

TWIRSDAY,

JVLT

II,

ItOT.
1

The ALBUQUERQUE
EVENING CITIZEN
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY

By The Citizen Publishing Co.
WILLIAM F. BROGAN

W. S. STRICKLER

MANAGING

PRESIDENT

nxFLV

EDITOR
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BEST ADVEUTISIXG MF.PirM IX THE SOUTHWEST.
LEADING RErrilMCAX TATT-l- l IX NEW MEXICO.
HOOSTIN3

Al.ntQfEItQrK

AND THE SOVTHWl.ST.

nErruucAX principles and
ASSOCIATED

n War

the

"sqi ake deal."

PJIESS IlEPOHT AND AVXILIARY NEWS SERVICE.

Willi fapan

There will be no war with Japan In the opinion of army ami naval
officers.
There ore two reasons, namely that Japan Is not prepared to
fight find Japan knows If she does fight she will be worsted in the end.
However, the present war talk, unfounded or not, is a b. J thing. The
hurried shifting of the hulk of our natal force to the Pacific will serve
to awaken congress to the fact that nothing should be left undone to place
our naval strength on a proper war basis,
A Rood plan would bo to nsk each state to levy a small tax for the purpose of buildlnff a war ship to be named after that slate.
There are many
of the states that would not feel such a tax while with others it might take
longer to raise the necessary funds.
r.y adopting such a course, however, the I'nlted States navy In the
short space of a few years could he made the peer of any on the seas. It
would, of course, be impossible to man such a navy all at once hut the
ships could be kept In readiness for use and could be manned and commissioned as fast as possible.
President Hoosevelt was bitterly condemned by many, particularly the
democratic faction, for his policy of building up the navy. The past few
weeks, however, has shown the wisdom of his course.
Had the United States become suddenly Involved in war with Japan
or any other country It is plain to see Just what an embarrassing position
she would have been In.
The officials, however, are now awake, to the needs of our navy and It
Is probable that the next congress will take prompt steps to bring our seagoing fighting force up to a proper standard and equipment.
It Is very
fortunate that Japan is not in position to fight just now as In all probabilities, she would have attempted to fight rather than lose her prestige on the
Pacific.
Commenting upon Japan's attitude, the Kansas City Times says:
."Official Japan has accepted the proposed transfer of a large United
States fleet from the Atlantic to the Pacific as an act without Intentional
menace, but Involving a degree of impudence.
Reference Is made to the
fact that Japan modified Its naval plans last Janauary when It was found
that a proposed cruise of one of Its training squadrons to San Franclscj
might be misconstrued and might make critical the relations between the
two countries.
But that was not a parallel Instance.
The San Francisco
school controversy was then rife, and Japan proposed to send ships to American waters.
The United States now merely proposes to transfer a big
fleet from one American base to another, a movement Justified on obvious
general grounds, regardless of any specific rurpose the government may
have.
The people of this country and the world at large know that President
Roosevelt, who stands as the strongest exponent of International peace, will
And It Is Idle to believe
not permit a war that can possibly be avoided.
'that the trivial school Issue, although It Involves the conflicting' authorities
of state and nation with reference to International affairs, would be permitted to make a war cause . It Is hardly conceivable that Japan, having
Just finished a costly conflict, should be harboring aggressive plans for the
future mastery of the Pacific. If there are any reasons other than those
of general expediency In the announced policy of the United States with
reference to the Pacific, those reasons must necessarily be good and sufficient, or otherwise the policy would not receive the indorsement
of the
president.
Rut regardless of specific purposes, the general reasons are
Until the Panama canal Is completed prudence dictates that a
sufficient.
rgoodly portion of the navy may be maintained In the Pacific."

MARKETS

TELEGRAPHIC

Market letters received by F. J.
Oraf & Co., brokers, room 37 Harnett
building, Albuquerque, N. M., over
their own private wires.
Summary of Condition.
July 11. American
York,
New
stocks In Iiomlon quiet, but mostly
above parity.
(! neral market In London heavy
and inclined to sell off.
Stocks In better demand In the
loan crowd.
Atchison and Union Pacific bond
not entirely
subscriptions reported
sin cessi'ul but no official figures yet
available.
may adjourn
legislature
Stato
Tuesday next without passing reapportionment bill.
St. Paul gross earnings for last fiscal year Increase 10 per cent, which
Is entirely absorbed by higher operating expenses.
Steel trade authorities say orders
are satisfactory for this time of year.
Producers believe copper price reduction will not extend further.
$l,nin,iioi gold going today, making $2s.rp55,uoo on present export
movement.
reports volume of
Indianapolis
freight traffic still good and especially on soul hem lines.
Railroads placing orders at advanced prices for improved type of
sleel rails.
Twelve industrials declined 9.1 per
cent.
'twenty active railroads declined
1.5 per cent.
New York Stocks.
$11.79
October cotton
fcVMi
Amalgamated Copper
117
American Sine iters
42
Foundry
American Car
i
Atchison com
67
Anaconda
!7Vi
lialtlmore and nhio
tlfi-lirooklyn Rapid Transit
173 t
Canadian Pacific
30
Colorado Fuel
Krie com
New York Central

2

1

Vs

112
75
121

Norfolk
i
Pennsylvania
Reading com
lufi.
77Southern Pacific
131V
St. Paul
lk(i
Railway
Southern
136
Union Pacific
35
U. S. S
U. S. S. pfd
!'
16 Vi
Greene Cananea
17Vij
Shannon
166
Calumet and Arizona
46
Old Dominion
7',6
Copper Range
S3
North Butte
5
Helvetia
17
S. and P
Kaunas City Market.
Kansas City, July 11. Cattle receipts 5,000. Market steady to shade
lower. Southern Meers $3.75 4j 5.00 ;
southern cows $2.25 3 3.50; Blockers
and feeders $3.25 w 5.00 ; bulls $2.75
(int. 75; calves f4.00i?i 6.75;
western
fed
fed steers $4.25 (fj. 5.00; western
cows $2.75 4.50.
Sheep receipts 3000. Market steady
Muttons $4.75 tit 6.00; lambs $7.00 f.D
7.75; range wethers $4. 505.90; fed
-

ewes $4.00(ff5.25.

Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, Juy 11. Cuttle receipts
6500. Market steady to shade lower.
cows $1.75ji
Reeves $4.76(j7.30;
5.30;
heifers $2.60 5.70; calves
good to prime steers
$5.60iii'7.50;
$u.80(i 7.30; poor to medium $4.75(fi
$2.90()
6.75; Blockers and feeders
6.25.
12,000.
receipts
Market
Sheen
Western $3.75
wak to shade lower.
(5.90; yerllngs $6.fr6.60; lambs
und western $5.507.60.
Produce Market.
Chicago, July 11. Closing quotations:
Wheat July 90; Sept. 93-- .
Corn July 53 Vi; Sept.
oats July 43 Vi; Sept. 38.
Pork July $16.10; Sept. $16.25.
July $8.7714: Sept. $8.95.
Iird
Ribs July $8.45; Sept. $8.62'.
Money Market.
Wheat Is being harvested In Kansas and the result shows that there was
1.
New York, July
Prime meranything but a crop failure.
While the yield Is not as heavy as in other
per cent; monseasons yet this year is a fair average and the early spring Wall street cantile paper
7
ey on call strong 2 M (li V4 per cent.
scarce was a bitter farce.

64.
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Among the many Interesting events taking place In our midst In addition to war with Japan, the Haywood trial, auto races and Fourth of July
casualties, should be mentioned the National Educational association meeting in Los An gules.

1

Metal Market.
11.
Iead dull
unsettled $21.87

New York, July
$5.154i'B.2B; copper
(if 22.12 V4 ; silver 67

c.

St. Louis Wool Market.
St. Louis, July 11. Wool steady;

unchanged.
The public will undoubtedly breath a sigh of relief now that the morning paper has admitted that its Santa Fe correspondent is a pure, uncor-rupte- d
Spelter Market.
democrat of the old school who could not see anything good in the
St. Louis, July 11. Spelter weak,
republican party with a magnifying glass.
6.10.

Its hot weather but that Is no reason why the bast- - bail fans should
not be allowed to sit in the bleachers and shout until they are hoarse.
The
more the merrier.
It is up to the local managers to get busy.
Some of the railroads that are having series of disastrous wrecks hand
each purchaser of a ticket, a neatly printed little prayer book with the admonition to make good use of it before starting upon a Journey.
Col. Tucker, it appears, was only gallant to the charming
widow in the Philippines, and therefore will not be
when he roturns home he may wish that he had been.
court-martiale-

American
but

HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Alvurmlo
Frank T. McGuilev. New York: J.
Harry West, St. Louis; Miss E. Smith,
i'lttsliurg; Hugo Schwarw inka, New
York; H. SI. Campbell and wife.
Phoenix; Annie S. Lawson. Lucy M.
1.
K
Scott. Clara L. Scott, Seattle;
Twltchell, Las Vegas; Edward Luithl-coDenver; V. M. Yeo, Denver; W.
1). Sterritt, Washington, I. C; R. R.
s.gian, Kansas c'liy; L. R. Pressler,
onver; P. W. Darker, Las Cruces;
,
C. II.
Mrs. II. R. Clark-soKliiiendorf: George J. Salte, Silver City; W. F. Francis and wife,
Cleveland.
n,

1

The public is still waiting to hear the late boy executive tell what he
did with that contingent expense fund besides give receptions and dinner
parties "in the line of his official duties."
While taking

Klini-ndoif-

n.

summer vacation, the presliUnt still has time to Fend
sin
'liirles Keiciier,rite.
This would be more than an
El Paso; Julius
Scligman.
F. O. Kyle. Itos-- l
Thornton:
ordinary summer's joy for most of ur.
"ii Guy Choate, New York: F. L.
Springs, N. M.; M.
A New York surgeon has reunited a sevtred spinal cord, but no means I'.nk.i. Antelope
Martinez. Cuba; J. L. Hark. Hagan;
has yet been found of stiffening he backbone which resembles a cotton T.
M. Francis. R. M.- Duncan, Flagstring.
staff: II. R. Wood, Ios Augeleis; R.
L. Raca, Santa Fe; J. T. Rlndsley,
Is
having a hard time to show what he did with St. Louis; Mrs. It. J. McGuire. Helen.
Auditor W. G. Sargent
expense
contingent
now
the
fund In his office
that the boy executive refuses
Savoy.
to Bland up for him.
Joseph O. Smith, Dallas; W. R.
Channel!, Denver; W. I. Reed. Helen;
The heat must have affected the congen'al old fo-who writes editorial W. Rrldes and wife, Los Angeles; W.
poems for the morning paper he is not following up his ode to R.iisuli, the 1. Kern and wife, Chicago: W. J.
Harrymore, Huston; C. S. Chalfaut, El
bandit.
l'aso.
Cuptaln Hobson has the honor to report that he believes war with
Cralge.
Japan Is certain, but he does not care a kiss If it Is, being no longer in the
I'on L. Oodschaux, Demlng; F.
navy.
Keifer and wife. Ruby, Texas; Pete
Lapetine, Kansas City.
,
Trelford, It appears was not a prison expert he was a mathematical
COME! COME!
expert, els how could he make
worth of coal equal $7,000 worth?
Come to the cash buyers midsummer clearanco sale. Everything reIt appears that Heaven was not the only Rernalillo county officer who duced In goods you want for this hot
weather. Shirt waists, skirts, underhad to pay the reformers $2,000 to be elected.
wear, Oxfords In white, tan and
black hosiery, tun bonnets. belts;
Japan officially denies that she has made demands on America.
men's $1.23 shirts 75c; 75c shirts 60c;
It was susplcloned all along that she hadn't.
50e shirts, 39c; men's silk faced 50o
underwear. 39c.
Men's and boy's
A Texas man shot his mother-in-labecause she created trouble in the suits all reduced. Hundreds of other
bargains. Special cuts on all kinds
family.
For pure, unadulterated courage, Texans take the cake.
of groceries.
Come and look; lots
to wait on you. The lemon-ad- o
The Roswel! Record has dropped out
the game.
Following the of clerks
Is free. 112 North Second street.
devious path of the Morning Journal was too much for the Record.
Rig lot of granlteware, 23c.
"Doan's Ointment cured me of ecThe unlooked for happened.
The morning pnpr did not continue Its
zema that had annoyed me a long
explanation about the county tuxes of Rernalillo county.
lime. The cure was permanent."
Hon, S. W. Matthews, Commissioner
Bernalillo county evidently has two real reform of;i ials.
At least they Labor Statistics, Augusta, Me.
are to do all the saving on salaries maybe.
FEE'S PEERLESS HOMEMADE
AT WALTON'S DRUG
Suit has now been Instituted against the tobacco trust,
I iocs
this CANDIES.
mean that the price of tobacco Is to be raised?
STORE.
PeWltt's Little Early Risers. Small.
Doe Chauncey M. Depew. by seeking a permanent residence in Paris,
safe pills. Sold by J. H.
Hire.
expect to insure his life's happiness?
O Rielly & Co.

a

n

fleet of the best battleships to the Pacilie.

;
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AHOUT TOWN

Only Thing For a Picnic

Attorney

Felix Raca has gone to
Park
N. At., and will not re- -,
turn till August 1.
A. O. Waha, forest Inspector, left
yesterday for a. trln to the Pecos.
JemeJ! and Taos forest reserves.
R. II. Tewksburv. a cattleman
of
Amarlllo, Texas, is transacting business In Albuquerque this week.
W. D. Sterrett, forest assistant, arrived here last night. He will leave
for Silver City tonight on forest business.
Charles R. Lennlngton, a clerk In
the Santa Fe offices at Gleneoe, Oklahoma, is In the city for a short vacation.
J. A. Perry, a railroad man of
Klizabethtown, Tenn.. Is in the city
spending his annual acatlon
with
friends.
The negligee dance given by the
Commercial club at its parlors lat
evening was an enjoyable one, from
every standpoint.
The Jay driver Is .'(111 with us and
several accidents were
narrowly
averted la-- evening on Central avenue. The police should get busy.
Notification has been received at
Delegate Andrews' ollice that J. S.
Chavez Is appointed postmaster at
Tusas, Rio Arriba county, New MexView,

I
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The Hawkeye Refrigerator Basket
T
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Compartment for Ice Keeps
Temperature Down to 58
Degrees for 14 Hours. Indispensable to Those Who
Have Used It. :: :: :: ::

Compartment

'

-

-
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McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

I

Albuquerque, New Mex.

;

ico.

The sewer main opposite the
Fe freight office o: south First street
burst yesterday evening. It was repaired today.
Pert Smith, a boilermaker at the
Santa Fe shops in Raton, has arrived in the city to accept a position
at the local shops. Mrs. Smith accompanied him.
A continuance in the case of A.
Gringas and Vlighiio Torres against
ihi! Atnsco aceoina, i t als., has been
agreed upon by Attorneys Heacock
and Ortiz for Julv 20.
D. D. Rronson. chief forest lnsnee- tor for New Mexico and Arizona, left
last night for Las Vegas, from which
place be will go to Santa Fe and Tres
Picdras on forest business.
L. J. Whlttler. a business man of
Fresno, Cal., touring the southwest
In the Interest of a law firm, who
has been In the city for several days,
icii uisi nignt ror tne norm.
Mrs. John Watts, wife of the man
ager of the Southern hotel, and Miss
by
Ida Stevens, accompanied
the
Watts children, left yesterday
for
Coyote Springs for a brief vacation.
George Washington Warde. posse- sor of the title of superintendent of
the Albuquerque
dog pound, has
been given notice by the Mcintosh
Hardware company to move his dog
pound before the end of the week.
Rerthold Spitz, of R .llfeld & Co.,
wholesale dry goods merchants, is
making preparations for an extensive
goods buying trip east. Mr. Spitz
expects to leave tho city on next
Sunday and will be absent
two
months.
Six Japanese en route to Vancouv
er, R. C, passed through Albuquerque on No. 10 this morning, one Syrian was on the same train. He Is en
route to Pittsburg. Kan., to work In
the coal mines. Immigration Inspec
tor W. H. Green saw that their tic
kets were O. K.
Passengers on east bound trains!
report that the heat In the city of
Los Angeles Is almost unendurable
at tjmes during the past week. Those
who are going to Ixis Angeles in preference to the mountains of New Mexico are doomed to disappointment if
they are seeking cool weather.
The Misses Rosenwalcl entertained
about fifty guests at an Informal
party at their home, 717 West Copper avenue, last night. Games of
various kinds were played and prizes
offered. Hot weather refreshments
were served and the guests lingered
till a late hour enjoying themselves.
P. F. McCajma yesterday sold for
J. Peter Jacohson, the latter's ranch
near old town, to Messrs. Sewell and
Woodard, formerly of RriUsii Columbia. The Jacobson ranch includes
thirteen ai res, and the price paid by
the Canadian men was about $335 un
acre, or $4,500.
Within the past few weeks a number of streets In the residence portion of Albuquerque have been lillt.l
in with tine dirt.
When the wind
blows this dirt gets up in clouds and
blows about so that life Is hardly
worth the living in the districts affected. The city sprinkling wagons
should be sent to these districts and
all tilled in streets .should be thoroughly wetted down several times until the dirt becomes packed and can
not blow away.
The Roston Ideal Comedy company
will present tonight the pleasing opera. "Girolle-Girolla,- "
at the Traction
Park Casino. This piece is an oi l
M uulara and has stood the
test of
time. With the excellent cast of
the Roston Ideal company It ought
to be a pronounced success here. The
piece will occupy the stage until
Sunday night w hen a new opera will
be put on. The music of Girolle-GirolIs attractive and the librett J
teems with wit and humorous situations.
Col. William Mcintosh, the
well
known sheepman, hail quite a lot of
Ninusement for both himself and a
big audience on First stree t and Cen
tral avenue last evening by pulling
up purses for running races and bicycle race liet .veen u number of laqs.
There is nothing small annul Col.
Mcintosh ami lie made the purses of
sufficient sii'.e to cause good racing,
lie also rewarded some of the lasers
In order thai iheir feelings might not
be lacerated by defeat.
A
suit styled the Auditorium
against W. 11. Greer was filed in the.
district clerk's otllce yesterday bv
Hlckey and Moore, attorneys for the
plaintiff. The suit is for the recovery
of $100, the amount of a check, tendered to tile hotel by tile defendant
on July 2.".. 1:ki6, together with interest at six per cent and costs of
the suit. Payment of this check was
stopped by Colonel Greer because he
believed the money was not due the
hotel from him. He gave his click
under protest to affect the release
of his baggage from the hotel.

Eastman Kodaks
Fupplles Finishing for Amateurs.
loan Kodaks free.

219 South

HAYVLCY

Travelers' Insurance Co.,

C. H. Carries, O.D.

Hartford, Conn

Life and Accident,

The Strongest Company
Writing Accident Insur
ance in the World.

The Railroad Avenue Optician

Eyes Examined Free
f 14 Railroad Avenue

1

N. M.

12

residence 723 N. Fourth St.

BAR OF COMMERCE
109

Call up 597

When in need of anything in the

BAJvKRY"
French Bakery Co.

Riper's

BOARDING

LINE'

202

E.

R.fUve.

Gradi & Giannini

Yoar Credit is Good
with

E. M AH ARAM

Clothe your family on $1.00
per week
Ote Wat Central

BELL'S

-

LIVERY
Wo give special

attention to FAKM MACIIIVKItY Alfalfa Mower.
Hinders, Hakes, Hay Presses, Wind Mill. We carry liluli quality of
of machinery mid tools. Write us for special catalogue. J. KOUBFH & CO.,
W holesale, Albuquerque, N. M.

New Location

WlK-n- t

424 NORTH SECOND ST.
TELEPHONE 43
XXXXXZXXXXXXXIXX3
H

THE

KUUMl.Mi
A.K
IIOISK.

These Are

Maiintfeincnt.
Located opposite the Alva-rad- o
and next to Sturges' cat-?has recently been entirely reIt
furnished and remodeled.
is now one of the coolest and
most attractive rooming houses
in the city, with every modern
convenience, both hot arid
cold water and electric light.
The only house in the town
that will not receive invalids.
You can secure a room for
Also
IS ler month and up.
by the day or week, at reasonable prices. If your oil
room is warm and uncomfortable, move to the Annex.
Xow

A

Carriage
Buying'

,

Days

Easy Terms

and
Low Prices
Do you intend buying
enlcle k enjoy the summer months? If you
Uo don't pats us by. We don't uige you to buy an expensive vehicle
we have many good styles w thin the range of modest
Income.

Top Buggies. Itunabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and see

3 MltS. HAM ill M. Proprietress
XTTrrXTXXXXXTTXXXTTXTZX

us.

LA

Albuquerque Carriage

Corner First and Tijeras Road.

Special Excursions
VIA

Co.

REFRIGERATORS
r

l

n

1

"TTE have just
consignment of refrigerators, zinc
and fwhita enamel
lining, ranging in
prices from $10.00

10

x,

restaurant under the

Finest Liquors and Cigars.
Family Trade a Specialty

HliUSE

When there Is the slightest Indication of Indigestion, heart hurn. flat- principal ftolnu In llilnoii, town, Kan-saulence or any form of stomach trouMichigan, .Mlnncs;tii. .Missouri,
ble take a little Kodol occasionally North ami South Dakotu's ami Wisand you will get prompt relief. Sold consin.
by J. 11. O' Kielly & .Co.
Dates of sale June 15, 1, 17, 22,
23. 24, 29. 30, July 1, 2, 3, 4. S, 6, 10,
11. 12. IS, 20, and 21. Final return
limit October Slst.

A new

South First St. 'Phone 1036

Next Elks' Opera House

la

o T c

Jobbing

Saddle horses a specialty. Best
drivers In the city. Proprietors of
badie, the picnic wagon.

When in Silvpr City Patronize

PRIVATE

Rooting,

305 West Gold

BAM11HOOK HUOS.
112 John Street
Collections made at Korber Building 124 Phone 508.
N. Second Street From 9 to 12 a.m.
and 2 to 4 p. m.

Van

General

Highland Livery

Justice of Peace, Precinct No.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Notary Public

Tin

Guttering, etc.

W

UOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJ

Wm. Wallace McClelian

Mrs.

Cornices, Sky
Lights, Stock
and Storage
Tanks, Hot
Air Furnaces,

Galvanized

Agent for

The Leading Stationer.

ALBUQUERQUE.

2nd Street

Real Estate and Loans

On the Corner

a

C. F. Allen

1

to $40.00.

Philadelphia and Return

man-

agement of M.ircus and Anderson,
has been opeiud In place of the one
formerl known as Graham's Cafe,
and Is now In first class running order. You will find there the best that
the market affordh, at prices to suit
the times. Mr. AnderBon is one of
the best and most experienced cooks
In these parts, and nobobdy knows
the management and flanclering of a
restaurant belter than Mr. Marcus.
Your patronage will be appreciated.

$59,25
Tickets on sale July 11. 12 and 13.
Return limit July 23rd. Ity depositing
this ticket and paying II It may be
extended to leave Philadelphia up to
and including July 31st.

ALBERT FABER'S
308-31- 0

T.

E. Purdy,

Agent

W. Central Avenue

.. ..Staab Building

.A.

jult

nirnsnAY,
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Try our Teas

OFFICER BARELAS

ANGELES

DAMAGED

IS COMING FOR

BRIDGE IS SLEPT
BY RIO

.

1
3

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
M

Package Teas
Including

Gunpowder,
Oolong,

Japan,
J
m
rv
i
cngusni rtoreaitrasi,
u

f

ieyion-inaia- ,

Orange Pekoe,
Ceylon and

H

Emperors Blend
a special blend for Iced Tea.

It is something better
than you are now using.
TRY IT

MALOY'S

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxzxxxxxxxxxxx
OC)OCXXXXXJCX)OCXXXX)CXXXXXXXi

R

Motel

p

For Good

8

Meals

I

SUPPOSED

BURGLARS

MERELY AN OLD

of Charge.

per Place.

An officer from Ios Angeles will
arrive here tomorrow or Saturday for
the purpose of taking back to that
lty, ij. Ulardl, the Italian, who was
hi tested here yesterday by Chie f Mc- JUiiln and Lit lit. Kennedy, as he
left train No. 2 nt the Santa Fe sta
tion. The arrest was made upon
telegraphic request of the Lrfis Angeles police, who have a warrant for
Jlardl charging him with obtaining
a sum of money from another Italian
in that city, under fa Is pretenses.
(i'nrdl had a ticket for Xew lork
and was bound for Italy. His baggage was taken from the. train here.
the otflcers recognized him from a
description wired from Los Angeles
lid he did not deny his Identity.
Chief McMillln received a mes
sage this morning from Chief
Kern, of the Iah Angeles po
nce, stating that the governor
of
California would issue the proper
requisition papers this morning and
that Ills representative would leave
for this city tills afternoon.
Glurdi was transferred to the coun
ty Jail yesterday afternoon after being held in the city jail a short while.
According to the story he told to
Lieutenant Kennedy, he owned a
store in Los Angeles worth tl.nnn,
but that he sold It to a fellow Mai
lt! for $S00, receiving half of the
price in money and taking u promissory note for the other $400.
After (Hard! lett Los Angeles
Tuesday the suspicions of the other
Italian that the deal was not straight
were aroused, which resulted in his
complaint to the police ami the Issuance of a warrant charging Glardi
with a felony.
hen searched by Lieutenant Ken
nedy yesterday a large sum of money
ami a promissory note for the $400
was found, which bore out tilardl s
statement, but he wus held nevertheless.
"I'm going to make those people
out there suffer for this." said Ulardi
today. "I'm innocent of any wrong
doing, and I can prove It. I am
willing to return to Los Angeles for
I will be acquitted."
I don t believe that the California
officer will have any trouble in taking lllardi back, for he seems to be
a good sort of fellow," said Chief Mc
Millln today, "but still the requisi
matters
tion papers will straighten
out a great deal, preventing (Hard!
from making a light uga'.nst return
ing for trial.

The Itlo Grande Is again causing
trouble at the ltarelas bridge, especially at the west approach.
liurln
the last week the swift current has
been gradually eating its way across
the 'farm of Jarcolino Garcia, and
backing up against the approach to
the bridge on the Atrisco side, undermining the approach.
County Surveyor Pitt Koss and a
force of men have ben buy all week.
cutting down timber along the river
banks and making a dyke to force
the river back to its old channel. In
speaking of the condition of the river today, Mr. Koss said:
"The river Itself Is not causing any
trouble; the complaint Is from tiie
crooked current, which Is here today
ind way over there tomorrow.
Inn
ing Die last few days the current has
been eating its way across the farm
owned by Jarcolino Garcia, and dash
ing against
the wooden approach.
While, we tried to prevent
It, the
water caused the approach to be
moved some distance from Its proper
place, but dot's not interfere wilii
t rathe over the bridge.
"My men are repulring the break
through the old dykes, and pulling
the approach back to its proper posiI expect the work to be comtion.
pleted and a new and stronger dyke
placed along the river banks, protecting the farm of Mr. Garcia and the
public road, by Saturday."
"is the river rising or falling?"
was asked Mr. Iloss.
"The river is falling. The present
stage is 4:30, which is the lowest
stage for the past three months. The
cause of the damage is that the river
Is falling, and the water forms one
large current, which is so swift and
powerful as to force its way where it

She Frightened Inmates of
GER0N0M0S TAKE
Three Houses Early
ON THE PUEBLOS
This Morning.
A muive woman of uncertain age
but with plenty of nerve, which was
worked up beyond Its usual pitch,
evidently, by clones of bad booze,
caused considerable alarm on Baft
Central avenue and on streets north
of that thoroughfare about 1:30 this
morning.
She first appeared attempting to
force an entrance Into a house- on
Central near Broadway, the rooms
occupied by three women, visitors to
the family resitltnfr there, Deing selected by her as her own apartments,
one of the women heard her at the
door. and by looking through a
screen, saw thnt the woman (or man
as she then thought) was trying to
onen the door.
She rushed Into an adjoining room
and aroused the man of the house
while the intruder sneaked behind a
tree in the corner of the yard, from
which she soon emerged and tried a
flank movement outside the yard, go
ing to the rear, where she was Anally
convinced that she was in the wrong
neighborhood.
She was started on the right road
but before she got home, managed
to break Into one house, which she
left by way of a window when the
family was aroused, and to try to get
into another, where she was recogniz
ed and taken home. As she had done
no harm and was merely beside her
self with liquor, no - complaint has
been filed airalnst her.
She left a trail of alarm In her
wake, which kept a number of women
morning
dawneii
sleenless
until
Firearms have also been furnished
and plenty of ammunition stored in
at least the three houses Into which
she tried to eain admittance.
One of the women who discovered
her at her door said today that she
nearlv fainted at the time, but re
alized that there was a man asleepr
across the hallway and she went
him in a hurry. The whole party,
she declared, surrounded that pour
native woman, all dressed In the usual
night atire, a sight Rullloient to nave
accounted for her inability to under
stand where she was.
-
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SELLING

WOOL

AND

J. J. Sulazar and his son. Edward

.Malinger It.van Ilook Colorado Team
l or Albuquerque (.nine Date to
Days lx-clie ArrniiKCtl in
Crowd Huh u l ew Dark
al

liorws and Will l'ut
W Fancy Lame.

Manager Martin llyan, of the Oer- onlmos, announced today that the
Apaches had signed a game with the
crac-1'ueoio nine and that the date
would be arranged within a few days
game
will be played in AlbuquerThe
que at Traction park.
After waiting for the Browns to
pick up the mit which the Pueblos
were throwing at every base ball ag
gregation in the southwest, Manager
Ityan called his Apaches together and
with blood In his eye announced that
he intended to give battle. Incident
ally, It also leaked out that the Uer- onlmos have two or three "dark
horse" players who will do stunts
I'gainst the Pueblos. Manager Ityan
sain totlay:
"The Geronlmos hav been work
ing out hard and I think they will
prove more than a match for l'ueblo.
At all events we will be able to make
It sufficiently Interesting for the Colorado boys to make them remember
the game for a long time. I have
two or three players who have not
done much this season but work out
ind when they get Into the game, the
Pueblos wll know that they are there.
The Pueblos have been signed and
we are now arranging the date for
the game.

INSPECTOR WATCHES

JAP

TRAVELERS

Inspector- AV. V. Green. In charge
the Albuquerque branch of the
Paso immigration ollice, has re
ceived word that two Japanese, who
were smuggled across the border lino
Into New Mexico have been captured
at F.ngle. The Orientals were apprt- nemled by Inspector Jack.
Inspector
Wallace, stationed at
A lainogordo,
has two Japanese under
surveillance at Orogrande. Hoth officers have communicated with the
Inspectors in charge of the Kl Taso
olliee, asking for instructions.
Inspector
Green was kept pretty
busy yesterday watching six Ja;is who
arrived here on No. lu, en route to
Vancouver, P.. C The Orientals after having their tickets O. KM, wcat
into a restaurant on South Fir-- t
street anil when they reappeared No.
As a result, the inla had gone.
spector had to keep them in sight,
for fear that they would attempt to
ettle here. He placed them on No.
8 last night.
of

Kl

Salazar. prominent sheep rui' rs of
Cuba, X. M.. arrived in Alliuiiueruue
of
Willi their spirit clip
wool, which had hi en sold to (1. V
Jiond & lii'o-.- , the Kstnitiulii
iner
chants by contract for delivery here.
The cciiisigiiement consisted of
(iImi pounds, and it rciuired thirty
wagons to bring it to the city. The
price paid lor It was lahi cents i
pound.
are mer CIVIL SERVICE EX- Messrs. Salazar, who
will remain In the
chants at Cuba,
city several days. When they return
home they will take thirty wagon
loads of merchandise back to Cuba
The goods will be purchased from
Albuquerque wholesale merchants.
The local branch of the 1'. S. civil
service commission held a meeting
HARR1MAN CASE
yesterday and today at the postotllce
building, the purpose of which was to
examine a young man named Conley
REPORT RECEIVED of Santa Fe. i ho is applying for a
position as assistant patent examiner
for New Mexico.
The examination was conducted by
Washington, 1. C. July 11. Frank Maniel
E. Phillips and W. H. Long,
Kellogg, the government 8 Bpecia employes of the postottiee.
Mr. I.on
trust buster, yesterday handed a copy acted as secretary of the examination.
of the interstate commerce commis He said today:
sion's record m the Uarriman case
"The examination for the position
to I'resldent Jloosevelt at Oyster Hay fif assistant examiner of patents is
The president made many sugges- considered the must tedious and Intions which will be adopted before tricate which the commission orders
the report Is made public.
to be made. It will take Mr. Conley
all this week to complete Ins
mechanics, railroaders, nearly
Farmers.
papers."
laborers rely on lr. Thomas' Kelec- tric Oil. Takes the sting out of cuts,
We do It right. Iiorr.n DHY. Imburns or bruises at once, l'ain can
perial Laundry Co.
not stay where It Is used.
iy

Fi

Card signs,

The Evening ClUxen.

$220

III HIS

Consult

ror

"Rooms

IN STREET WITH "Board," etc., for sal

tallan Arrested Here Declares Current Has Moved Western Suslck Was Not Thankful
cause Police Saved
Approach Out ol ProThat He Is Innocent

Kd-wa-

CITIZEN.

POCKETS

GRAM IE

GLARDI

We have a full line of

CHASE & SANBORNS

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

iw.

a

a

the

Rent,"

.

office of

WE FILL

'

Reliable

Dentist

Pull Sot of Teeth
Gold Iilllng
(1.50 OP
Gold Crowns
So
Painless Extracting.. .50c

jfe

AMj WOKK AnsOI.tTFLY
AXTEED.

GUAlt

Be-

V

f'

I

PRESCRIPTIONS

John Suslck, an Austrian employed

' I

.

I V V'-- v -

f

J.
11

12. X. T.

WEST RAILROAD AVE
NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.
HUE

j

j

mm

w

Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant

- rr

Open Day and Night.

7

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.
,

PUS. COPP and PETTIT.

KOOM

203

At Consistent
Prices

His Roll.
by the American Lumber company,
is considered by the Albuquerque police as being a very fortunate man.
He slept for a short time last night
on a public street with J. :u la his

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

AlOIIJO ni.PO.

pockets.
Yesterday afternoon
suiek came
to the city, and proceih
get
to
drunk.
Alter getting tln.u ougliiy
up,"
down
"tanked
uu tho
he laid
street and went to sleep.
Ollicers Kossi and i'.abbltt found
Suslck and escorted the 'Mead'' AusThursday, Friday and
trian to the city Jail.
When the ollicers searched Suslck
Saturday Nights and
they were astounded at the bills, gold
pieces and change found in his pockSunday Matinee.
ets. When they counted the "mazu-ma- "
up. $220 was found, besides a
sliver watch and other personal
property.
lu police court this morning,
Suslck was charged with being drunk
"Girofle-Girofl- a"
and committing a nuisance.
"1 don't remember anything about
1
It: I only know
drank a lot of
COMIC Ol'KRA
whisky and beer," answered Suslck
to Judge McClellun's quury as to nil
guilty or innocence.
"Well, your answer clearly prove'
SUNDAY
your guilt; $15 or lifteen days, said
the court.
"Fifteen dollars for getting drunk."
shouted the Austrian, "that's robbery;
I won't pay it.
I'm a pour ni:in, and
I won't be robbed, even by the poCurtain S;3. Trices 25c and 35c
lice."
Reserved seats at Matsons.
"Shut up, or you will be fined for
contempt of court, and locked up
until you become sober enough to
know what you are saving,' 'said
Chief McMillln.
Suslck paid the fine, and after
THE
'
looking ruefully at the $2aj handed
will."
him by Chief McMillln, he walked IN
aw av.
Kafael Cobley, a native charged
RACING FEATURES
with "boozing" and "trying to break
Tho
Into Jail" by Ofilcer Kossi. the aritandanl lluiluay of Mexico
resting otllcer, pleaded guilty to both
charges and was assessed $5. which
FORJREAT FAIR he could not pay, so he was relegated
Traverses the Republic
to work under the watchful eye of
From the north to the south
Martin Tlerney, street commissioner.
nnd with its branch lines reach.MnnngciiH'iit Announces Purses anil
es
the most Important cities,
Program for Itig Meet .Next
such as Chihuahua. Torreon,
ARE SODA WATER
Zacatecas, Aguasenllentes, San
I.ouls, Potosl, Tamplco, Irapua-tThe racing features for the terriGuadalajara,
ami
torial fair are being arranged
GLASSES
KEPT
CLEAN?
Is
program
races
the
for the harness
The City of Mexico
now announced ami will be advertised in the best horse Journals of
and many other places worth
the west. $5,001) of the $8,000 deseeing.
Do you ever notice
tho
cided upon to be spent by the) fair glasses in which your ice whether
cream 8oda
The I tidiest Mining, Lumber
association for racing will be divided is served at the soda fountains are
and Cuttle IrKluclii(r 1 41 nils
as follows for purses in the harness clean?" asked a well known local
Made AcceMMllilo by Tills
races:
physician this morning.
,rcat System.
2:17
race,
No. 1. 1,00
stake
"A numlier of the local fountain"
pace.
wash each glass, after it has been
race, 2.20 used, In a zinc tank, kept underneath
No. 2. $1,000, stake
trot.
Can learn of much that is
the counter. This
contains fresh
No. S. $1,000, stake race, $2:13 water, or rather It lank
Intensely interesting and create
Is
to.
but
KUiHiosed
pace.
a desire to visit the
the water la not changed
race, $2:25 Invariably
No. 4. $500, stake
more than once a day," .continued the
pace.
t
physician.
No, 5.i $1,00, stake Nice; free-fo"The result Is that the soda, root
all.
beer, ginger ale, or what ever y-No. 6. $500, stake race. 2:30 trot. drink. Is served In a glass
apparently
by obtaining a map folder of th.
September 14 is the date set for
but which carries germs from
Mexican CentVal Railway, as lit
closing the entries, but records tak- clean,
in
water
the
the
tank.
it are to be found brief sketchen alter September 1 tire no bar
city
of health should
board
"The
es
of plac is end things In Mexto entrance, the
previous
record see that each fountain has a tank
ico that, for grandeur, antiquity
only being considered.
running water in It. which
with
and historical value, have no
"The running races will lie attendwould eliminate all possibilities of
equal In the world.
Hubbs, germs
ed to later," said Manager
clinging to the
or
microbes
Folders, rates and all Infor"and we feel no doubt about getting glasses.
mation furnished on application
plenty of entries for these events. In
"A num.ber of the managers of lospite of our late start we hope to cal soda fountains have expressed a
have one of the most interesting rac- willingness to secure tanks with runC. F. BERNA
ing meets that has even been held in ning water, to cleanse their glasses,
Albuquerque.
The purses hung up but a number of others refused to
Commercial
Agent
are sure to bring some of the fastest listen to the plan. It seems to me
EL. PASO, TEXAS.
horses in the west to Albuquerque that the city council should take ihc
next fall."
v. r. MrnoocK,
matter up at its next meeting, as the
health of men, woman and children
l'assenger Trnfllo Manager.
is endangered in that manner."
J. C. MeIMXAM,
LOCAL CONDITIONS
fJenl. Pass. Agent.
CITY
MEXICO, MEXICO.
OF
XTXXXXTXXXXXXIXXnXXXXXXTX

TJc lesr- Savoy Hotel
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor
-

CASINO.
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Convenience - Comfort - Security

20 People 20

-

Tiie telephone make the
duties lighter, the cares lean
and the worries fewer.
YOU NE1;.

preeerree
telephone
The
your health, prolong year life
and protects yonr boi.i.

A TELEPHOXB

IX TOTO 1IOMB

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Persian Honeymoon

SCREENS

FLY"

if

Door ecreene a strong as an ordinary door at price that defy
e
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the
eastern-mad-

Mexican Central

PHtANZNG MTTT.
SUPERIOR
SEE OUR NEW UKICK BUILDING

k0'C0K)KX)0K3K

WHEN YOU BUY A

PIANO

o,

BUY A

CHICKERING

There Are No Better

TOURISTS

California

Excursions
Every Tuesday,

June, July, August
and September

Beauty Parlors
120 South Fourth St.
Facial Massage
bleclrolosis
Manicuring
Children's Hair Culling

Hair Dressing
Shampooing
Scalp Treatment

-

::

::

::

Return Limit Nov. 30

l The Albuquerque l

Extremely Low Rates

Hatters

Los Angeles and Return $35
A
San Diego, Coronado and

Hats Cleaned nnd Mocked In
any Style Panamas a SpeClothing
cialty
steam
Cleaned nnd lrcssod. Express Orders Attended
to
Promptly.

Return

...

$35

San Francisco and Return $45

Corner
Ave.
3rd St. Gold
Phone 580.
:0K)X3OtX0000000

EMANCIPATION OAV

Kmanelpatloii dar will be celebrat
ed in Albuqiiet que this year with unusual enthusiasm by the colored population. Tin- day is Sunday, August
I. and arrangements have been made
to holil a big celebration
at Hed
Men's hall on Monday, August
since the anniversary falls on Sun
day.
To quote from a printed cir

Thurs-

day and Saturday during

Tho Parisian

always a ready sale for the liner
staples; It is the poorer grades that
lump the market. We have to comWe manufacture all
pete with tiie tine long foreign wool
kinds
of Ladles' Hair Uoods. Comwhich is Imputed to the L'nited
plete line of Swltchea, PompaStates.
dours, 1'iiffs. WiK- - etc.
"in the northwest they raise the
We carry a complete line
liner grades of wind extensively, but
of Aileeu
as yet this section of the country Is
Celebrated
In
not producing the best grades
Creams nnd Tonics, which are
Is
government
large quantities. The
a especially prepared fur this
climate. Your patronage is
with the sheep growers
solicited.
of the territory now in tiie effort to
rid the Hocks of the wabbles ami
improve
for
the conditions
otherwise
modern and scientific sheep raising, h Mr. and Mrs. James Slaughter,
With the improvement of the breed.!
fit sheep In the territory the protus
proprietors
to sheen growers will bo vastly In XXXXXXXXXXTXXXXXXXXXXXXXXa
creased."

TO BE CELEBRATED

124 South Second St.

MONTEZUMAS

q

is

WHITSON MUSIC CO

LAND OF THE

r-

"Plenty of wool Is coming to tho
local market," said a ineimber of the
K. G. Garcia company today, "but the
eastern market continues to be slack.
We are selling slowly and prices are
not what they ought to be. There

SONS

&

Full Particulars

Get

HENRY'S
Cleaning and Pressing Works

From

T. E. PURDY, Agent.

Ladies' and Gentlemen's Clothes, Cleaned,
Pressed and Repaired. Goods Called for
n
and Delivered.
Orders Given
Prompt Attention

I

Safety of the Check

Account

Out-of-tow-

When you pay your bills by check, you tarry no money
on your person, it is net necessary. Your money is safe in
the Bank.
You can write out a check for the amount you wish to
pay you check against your money in the Hank.
Your check book is of no value to anyone The checks
you issue are good only to the party to whom they are made.
We oifer exceptional facilities for bo large and small

tul ir heralding the event, "tho man
agement has arranged for some of
LET US CALL FOR YOUR CLOTHES
the most distinguished speakers of
the day. A good time is guaranteed
to all after the rendition of a short
N, Mex.
MRS. ROSE HENRY,
program.
Professor OlMauro s or
chestra will furnish music for the
109-- 1 1 1 W. Silver, Rear Savoy Hotel.
Tel.
4S0
evening, ltefreslimeiits will bo served.
Admission tu cents. T. O. Mason,
master of ceremonies: C. X. Payne,
be
general manager."
There will
dancing in th-- evening. Approprate JUXXXIXXXXXXIXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIXXXXXH
addresses will be made by prominent
speakers who will be announced
later.

Albuquerque,

accounts.

unmount ti:nt city"

Kodol will nourish and strengthen
yuur digestive organs and furnish the
The Pionetr Tent Sanatorium of New Mexico. Situated
natural digestive Juices for your
stomach. It will make you well. Kothe foothill of the beautiful Sangrc de Cruto Mountains,
amcng
dol digests what you eat. Sold by
E
a mile from the historic city of Santa Fe. Private Mountain
J. II. O ltlelly & Co.
M
water supply. Excellent table. No dust storms. Cool sumSee our new Double Long Staple H
mer climate. Resident physicians.
Mattresses. Sample on exibitlon. No H
better made for any price. Futrelle M
H
J'uriilture Co.
Send For Booklet.
Rates SI 0.00 Per Week Up.
DeWIM's
Early
Little
Risers.
Small, sure, safe pills. Sold by J. H.
O'Hlelly & Co.
r xxx xx xxx j
r XXXXXXXXXXXXXJ

It Sit

We solicit your account.

!

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

ts
H

Citizen Want Ads for Results

ALBUQUERQUE

ACE SIX.

FAIRLY

60 OWL AMES

ADVANCE

FOUND

New Mineral of Much interest
Stock Yards Show Improve- Ft. Collins Citizens Organize
and Value
to Wipe Out Disrepment in Prices on
utable Spot.
Live Stock.

l.

la'-lessne- ss

oi

to-d- v.

NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE

Capital and Surplus, $100,000

With alt due respect to Jack, and
the architect with his technical skill,
Jill should take a large share in the
planning of her home, for it is there
she spends nioet of her lifetime. It
Is her workshop.
She would not plan flats so there
would be three or four flights of hall
stnirway to carpet. Think of the
waste of carpet, and note, too, tho
energy expended to keep that long
stair chute as clean as the rest of
amount of dust
the house, and thehand-broocleanswallowed In the
ing process. Could not hall stairways be built outride, the house somewhere?
the
iNow women have execrated
old style of house nnd fiat building,
with the Inevitable high celling, dou
ble parlor, whose gap no amount of
furniture seemed to quite till up, and
fireplace that seemed to
Its small
draught all its heat up the narrow
chimney. The tirftnlace certainly did
not drive chill ana dampness away
on rainy days.
And the small hall
bedroom that same In every house
of that mak.' with the long, dark
hall that led frrm It to the remote.
kitchen, which sent tne
cooking odors to every room. The
throughout with a
was
finished
house
ghastly white plastrr.
No Jill ever planned sucn a nouse.
I have seen the bath room built oft
the kitchen In many a home. Think

Douglas. Ariz., July 11. If one nt
A se
Fort Collins. t'ulo.. July
with Arizona will scan
cret committee trf 100, comprising tho all familiar
listed resources for a moment,
best citizens of the city, has been her
and think of their possible deformed to take some action concern- stop
velopment, he must admit that the
ing the "Jungle" troubles.
of the territory, or
This "Jungle has Keen one or inu future Is wealth
almost Inconceivable. Hut It
sore spots of Fort Collins for a num- state,
equally as true that muny of her
ber of years, but the situation has is
yet even discovered
not been fully iipprucluteil by a ma resources are not
this short Item Is merely to anjority of residents until within a few and
nounce,
one that has not been heretoweeks.
Acts of vlu iMice gave grown
exploited, if it wns ever known.
so common that, It Is asserted, some fore
L,. K. Hcwlns and It. H. Palmer
concerted action on the part of the
miner- people has been found recently filed on six or sevenproperty
al claims not fur from the
necessary.
company,
Mining
if the Pikes Peak
Leading citizens say half the
thirty-fiv- e
miles northwest of Phoeof that district has not been nix.
The title work is now being
known, and reports continue to cir- done and
Mr. Itewins Is going up to
culate of disappearances that were see them again in a day or two. Just
knowledge.
common
never made
w
r value Is can now Be spoK- Though these are believed to be enhatof the
only
in conjecture but there Is
greatly exaggerated, and the people runntnsr across them a two-rnlenge
secret
generally do not believe that
a mineral said to be mainly silicate
murders had been committed there of
of magnesia which is the booK name
no doubt exists that many scenes of for what Is commonly
known as
disorder and disturbance were enact- meerschaum, from which pipes ana
known
ed that have never been made
high priced fancy articles are made,
People attacked a material that is supplied to the
to the authorities.
In the district have not always cared markets of the world mainly from
to make the fact known.
nml the older deposits ot
Murder the Ctousc.
which are fast becoming exhausted.
Peculiar Qualities.
The secret committee of 100 was
formed after the chamber of com
Mr We wins has a number of spe
cognizance
of the situation cimens in his office, some of them of
merce took
and decided that something be done. i nnslilernhle size, and a lot of still
Under its authority patrols have been finer specimens he has prepared for
established to prevent any outDreaK sr.lpment ens: for a careful examina
on the part of the denizens of the tion by competent nutnormes.
uie
Joints. It Is openly threatened that, stone, or clav. or whatever It may be
with the next crime or disturbance in railed is marvelously ngni, ngnier
$5.10.
the "Jungles" a party of citizens will even than r:ne wood or me amo
as meerMuttons supplies were moderate the Invade the precincts and clean out dimensions, in fact, as lightvery
clear
Some of It is
schaum.
last week, and prices held up strong. the whole neighborhood.
and
The run is 8,000 today, market about
Whether matters come to this pass, and chalky mid easily whittled
occasional
steadv. top lambs $7.65. Arizona it Is declared certain that the au oiraiii some of it carries
preddmlnat mostly, with offerings of thorities will exercise a more close
rfoln that would make it
mere is a mrxo
Texans diminishing, and Utahs not yet scrutiny of the district, prepared to less valuable, nut good
sized propor
of it in
started in any considerable numbers,
inflict adequate and quick punish nimntitv
prove a. line
surely
ons
are
will
yearlings
t
that
Arizona wethers and
ment upon any Infraction of the law
commercial nitlcle if It shall be de- -worth $5.25 to $5.75. ewes around $3, or breach of the peace.
really is mcerthat it present
lambs $7 to $7.50, Texas muttons
of Police Officer Allen termlned
The
time it is
At the
schaum.
$4.35 to $4.85, but quality has been started murder
"JunInvestigation
Into
the
nnlv extilored along the surface and
lacking lately, goats $3.25 to $3.65, gles" matters.
In
No
clue
Is
definite
noi perniuuni,
some Utah goats nt the latter figure hand regarding the murderers of the Mr. Hewlns,get wnne
exc ted about it, prohlmee'f to
late last week. While no further officer.
exploration
careful
a
pose
to
make
break Is expected, it Is doubtful that
he passes it up"
anv substantial rise in prices will be Cured Three of the Family with One of - the find before
something
worth while.
f.i.- it larks
seen at present, as hot weather Is
colic,
Bottle of Choniltcrlaurs
against heavy consumption of
Remedy.
Cholera and
A Memorable Day.
"I purchased a bottle of Chamber
One
the days we remember with
of
Diarrhoea
and
Colic,
Cholera
Iain's
Constipation.
as well as with profit to
pleasure,
to
all
Remedy,
be
found
and
It
nothing
Is
constipation
there
For
we
hulth In the one on which
in the adertlsements.
quite so nice as Chamberlain's Stom- claimed for It
of the family have used It with became acquainted with Dr. King's
ach and liver Tablets. They always Three
New Life Pills, the painless purine
produce a pleasant movement of the good results in summer complaint."
Mint cum headache and bllliousness,
H. E. Howe, pubiisner oi me
bowels without any disagreeable ef- Highland,
crug
and keep the bowels right. 25c at all
by an
eaie
Wis.
For
plea
free.
Bam
cents.
(Price,
25
fect
dealers.
gists.
For sale by all druggists.

Kansas City Stock Yards, July 11.
Thp cattle market has .been goad
the nnt week, all classes maklnj
fairly good advance?, fed steers train
20 to Si cents, siocsers anu
ing
11) in 2D cents hlither. grass kill
oi- era 16 to 25 cents higher, cows and
heifers 6 to 15 cents higher. Holders
rf ran up mvs will be glad to know
that the postmortem Inspection rule
proposed 'by the packers six weeks
ago lias oven aoanuoneu, nuu uii
range cows and canners will sell
straight "hereafter, as before the agi
tation was started.
ftouthern cattle are coming freely,
half the supply of 15,000 head today
The
belnz in the Quarantine division.highest
run of southern cattle Is at its
point nnw, and will decrease after
and will
the middle of this month,amount
by
be reduced to a nominal
general
August.
The
the middle of
lower
market Is steady to 10 cents
best killing steers selling strong
grades
country
est, and igrassers and
weaker, she stuff a shade lower. Favorable corn weather and the good
prices being paid for fat steers are
an incentive to country buyers, fcut
prothat trade is not yet of sufficient
portions to take care of a heavy supcorn
ply. Top fed steers today $.80,
and grass steers (5.25 to $6.25,
straight grassers S4.25 to $5.20 In native division, southern grassers $8.50
to $4.80. Cows bring $2.50 to $4.65,
to
heifers $3.60 to $5.50, bulls $2.75
$4.75, veal calves $4 to $6.25, stock-er- s
$3.25 to $4.75, feeders $4.50 to

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

ARIZONA

PORTION

GATTLE

IN

m

INDIAN

WHIPS WIFE
FOR

"GOO-COOI-

NG

of Its emuvial steam being wafted
o'er your cooking! And why are
bath tubs nearly always set close to
the wall? Surely, no woman's arm
was ever maae long enough to reach
the space behind the iuli where dirt,
dampness and germs accumulate.
The double parlor Idea still clings
tc us. for oven In small Hats the fold
ing doors are used to divide small
rooms Into tiny compartments. Why
doors at all, where the room space
Is limited?
Small arches or some
simple grill work would answer the
purpose as well and serve to allow of
one comfortable Using room instead
of two Inconvenient ones.
We don't want to make homes sj
pxtremely convenient that we can
pull our beds and trunks out of the
wall and carry the cook stove into
the dining room, where there is lack
of space. That does very well for
people who choose to live compactly,
but the majority of us do not want to
live with the Impression that we are
aboard ship and living In a stateroom all the tl.ne. We need air and
movement and room for both.
If intelligent women would devote
convenient
more time to studying
plans for their homes and less time
to elaborate cooking, much of th?
housekeeping
could be
ponderous
And much more time
eliminated.
would then be allowed for study,
recreation and sociability.

30,000

ACRES OF
TIMBER FIRE SWEPT

Douglas, Ariz., July 11. Thirty
Ariz.. July 11. Because thousand
of forest land were
for making swept by acres
his wife
the great fire which recently
"goo-goo- "
eyes at a white man, on
In the Chlrcahuas.
fortunate
the Fourth, Joe Kich, an Indian, wase raeed
Iv. the fire was confined to a growth
yesterday sentenced to serve twenty-fivother timber that is not
days at hard labor In the county of oak and valuable.
In successfully
Jail, by Justice of the Peace McLane. considered
the fire and keeping an in- tne rea fighting
When arraigned riWlin court npnv
valuable pine timber an in
not
alrln u'lfo itionlpr
the of the In
erstice
the forest forty feet wide
charge.
He insisted that his squaw and
m length was cut
twelve
waa hlg own property and that he by the force miles
of men who fought the
na(1 a Tg
to make impressions on
anatomy with his advance of the fire for almost two
various parts of

ALLOWED

INTEREST

.

her
moccasin lor flirting
man.

which at one time numbered
with a white weeks,
slxty.twenty-thre- e
of whom were
Mexican laborers loaned by the Cop
per Queen smelter.
To show
I'll stop your pain tree.
This Information was brought to
you first before you spend a penny
Douglas by Supervisor McGlone, who
I
can
do.
what my Pink Pain Tablets
has returned to this city after direct
will mall you free, a Trial Package of ing the fight against the fire during
them Dr. Shoop's Headache Tablets. Its last stages.
Neuralgia, Headache, Toothache, PeThe best remedy for bachache,
riod pains, etc.. are due alone to blood
of the
Dr. Shoop's Headache weak kidneys, lnflamatton
congestion.
Blad
Tablets simply kill pain by coaxing bladder is DeWitt's Kidney Isandprompt
away the unnatural blood pressure der Pills. Their action
A
week's treatment for
and sure.
That is all. Address Dr. ghoop, Ra- 25c.
Sold by J. H. O'RIelly & Co.
cine, Wis. Sold by all dealers.

"We're Off in a Bunch"

DEPOSITS

Willi Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Extends to Depositor
New Accounts-.-Capita- l,

j Every Proper

Accommodation,

and

Solicits

1150,000.00.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier: W. 3.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solo-mo- n
Luna, A. M. BlackwelU
Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND SANTA FK RT.

o

On

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

H

NEW MEXICO

OMCMRB AND OiRKCTOm
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLD8
Praaldaal
M. W. FLOURNOY
Vic President
Cashlar
FRANK McKU
R. A. FROST
Aaalaunt Cashier
H. F. RATNOLDI
Director
U. M. DEPOSITORY
ISOO.MI.M
Authorised Capital
$250,000.t
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Proflta
Depository for Atchlsoa, Topeka k Saata Fa tfallway Company

IT WEANS HIM
The running of a bank account has a
tendency to wean a man from habits of
extravagance and dissipation. It gives
him new ambition and a desire to save
money.

THE BIG FAIR
NEW MEXICO'S

::

Annual Territorial
Fair Association
October 7th to 1 2th, Inclusive, 1 907
$8,000
1,750
3,250
1,000
2,000

Carnival

Historical Pageant

Free Acts
Attractions and Operating

4,000

$20,000

::

::

::

::

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

2nd and Cold

2nd and Cold

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
7n1

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
Everywhere! f
Every Night i
Every Day!
Horse Racing
Base Ball

::

We are always glad to assist those
who desire to "turn over a new leaf."

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Twenty-Sevent- h

1--1

SAVINGS

ON

Prescott,

he assaulted

iKiU-rliuc-

TOTALS,

m.T a. itor.

TutiitsnAr.

VJomerv orhould
Dlan htfmGo-r-

MAY BE MEERSCHAUM IS

"JUNGLE'S"

ON

CITIZEN.

EVENING

EXPENSE

ATK FARE RAILROAD RATES
"We're Going Some"

LOOK THE WHOLE
COUNTRY OVER
and you will find no better screen
doors than we are offering. They are
Wisconsin white pine, the kind that
will not warp and cheaper than the
Inferior kind.

They Keep the Flies Out
RIO

GRANDE

LUMBER

CO.

Corner Third and Marquette

OSKaa
La B. PUTNEY
"OLD RELIABLES."

THE WHOLESALE

ESTABLISHED 1171.

GROCER

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries la
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE.

N. U

Q

WEDNESDAY,

ALBUQUERQUE

10, 1907.

JVI--

The Double No.

1

Ion it staple,

"Cot-to- n
Japa-no- w

rnlm FIIkt," and the
Vegetable Down."
The above mattresses are made for
n oy special order and we guar
antee them equal It not
better than any other
mattress at any price,
we also have the Oster-moand a full line of
the cheaper grades; we
will open mattresses
and show you the material made of; satisfaction

CITIZEN.

ACCOUNTING NEW MACHINERY

AN

Wc Arc Headquarters For Matresses

EVENING

OF UNITED

IN ARIZONA

VERDE

MINES

Tlimsnw,

JULY

1oT.

11,

UlXMtiMMixiiilIUXUUIHIHIIIHlllUIlIIIIIXIIIIllIXIXIIXUIlMimillll

SUIT CASES AND VALISES

or

Senator
guaranteed

W. V. Futrelle Furniture Co.
ll

II
I

The Biggest Snap Ever Offered

Clark Ordered Prospects in Developed Fields
by Court to Produce
Are Increasing In Value
Figures.
Dally.

-

A Complete Line of Suit Case and Values, Drummer Samples, Will Be Sold at

New York, July 11. By a decision
Mansfield, Ariz., July 11. Heavy
of Judge Amend, in apeclal sessions shipments of mining machinery to
of the supreme
court,
this plave have become so frequent
William A. Clerk must account for as to attract but little attention. The
all the dealings of the United Verde latest shipment to arrive
Includes a
Copper company. Involving the sum new
power water tube
of more than $300,000,000.
The de boiler and an air compressor for Imcision comes after eight years of mediate installation at the Mansfield
litigation, as the result of a suit copper mine. The Black Cap vein
brought by George A. Treadwell, for s now producing
high grade shipthe minority stockholders.
ping ores carrying heavy values In
A
According to Charles W. Demond, gold, silver and copper.
new
counsel for Mr. Treadwell, the In- strike has recently been mode on the

dt Actual Cost

100-hor-

RAILROAD DEPARTMENT

call the combined system the National Railways of Mexico.
Contrary to the general expectation In railroad circles here, the general offices of the several roads will
also be abolished and their operation
will be conducted from one central
headquarters, which will be
in this city. Division officers located
will be
established at Monterey, Torreon,
San Luis Potosl, Vera Cruz, Tampl-c- o
and probably other places. It Is
reported that K. N. Brown, president
of the National lines system, will be
promoted by the government to the
chairmanship of the executive board,
and that C. 11. Hudson, at present
vice president of the Mexican Central
and In charge of the operating department of that road, will be. made
of .the combined system.
Serious Complaint of Millers A.president
Clark will be manager of the
merger
lines.
He now occupies that
WestMade Against
position of the national lines.
ern Lines.
REDUCTION IX IOCAL
FREIGHT HATES ANNOUNCED.
The Santa Fe has Just recently IsWashington, July 11. A. serious sued a new tariff sheet that gives Acharge was made In a complaint filed lbuquerque a freight rate to Silver
with the Interstate commerce com- City and Las Cruces and Intermediate points that is from 15 to 20 per
ri
mission on Saturday against the
lower than any former rate.
Pacific and a number of other cent
In detail the reductions are as folwestern railroads
by corporations, lows:
partnerships and Individuals engaged
Ijis (YllCPH.
In the Hour milling trade in OklahoFormer Kate
ma, Kansas and Missouri. It is alPresent Rate
$
First
.;o
1.10
Class.
$
leged that an Increase in the rates
0 63
on flour was made by the defendant Second Class, $1.01
0.95
0.67
compunles In revenue against
the Third Class
o 49
complainants because of a petition Fourth Class 0.85
City.
Silver
was
which
filed with the interstate
$1.38
$1.19
commerce commission less than a First Class,
l 08
month ago alleKing that the railroads Second Class 1.26
Third
1.16
Class
,
0.98
charged
uu'Just
and unreasonable Fourth Class, 1.05
rates-t0.87
the Atlantic markets as
made to Lake Valpied with the rates on flour and ley,Thethe reduction
termination of the Lake Val-lti- y
wheat products
from Minneapolis
branch, over which freight Is
an dother northwestern points.
"In retaliation nnd a spirit of re- shipped to the Hillboro district. Is
venge," the petition asserts, "these much greater than either of the exabove.
railroads tiled with this commission amples
The reduction is said to came as a
a schedule of rates, which shall go
direct
result of the work of the
Into effect on July 15, 1907, whereby,
without reason, excuse or pretended Wholesale Grocery association of
justification, they have arbitrarily New Mexico.
per cent per
advanced the rates 1
hundred weight."
CONDUCTORS SON
Their Request.
DIES AT 1UXCOX.
Rlncoh, N. M., July 11. clarence
The complainants request the comHowe,
the
mission to issue an order to prevent
stepson of
the rates from going into effect, as, Conductor Chan. Wellington, of Kin-codied Monday evening, after a
if they should be compelled to pay
the advanced rates evi-for a short lingering illness of a couple of years.
time, the effect on their business He was buried at Las Cruces yeswould be disastrous. They urge the terday In the. Masonic cemetery. Clarcommission to take prompt action in ence was u brave little fellow and
the case, because they are likely, on made a hard struggle to live.
account of the advanced rates, to be
W. Tl. Taylor, vice president of the
barred practically from the eastern
Philadelphia & Heading railroad, is :..
markets.
Thus far the commission has not Albuquerque today. Mr. Taylor artaken the peremptory action aff.iinst rived here yesterday morning from
the south, and he will leave tonight
the railroads which the complainants demanded, but has indicate! an for the Uraud canyon and California.
Intention to hear the merits of the
Engine 1S44, one of the fast
case at the earliest possible date. In
any event, it Is explained, such ac- freighters secured by the Santa Fe
line, has been
tion as the commission may take in for the Helen cut-othe future will be retroactive so far placed in regular passenger service
as these particular rates complained between Albuquerque and Las Vegas.
of are concerned, and, should the de- It pulled No. 8 north last night.
cision of the commission be favoraTrain No. 1 arrived here at 8:30
ble to the complainants, the latter
will have good ground on which to P. m. last night, while No. 7 pulled
in
at 11:45 p. m., with No. 9 in at
base an action for reparation for any
damages they may have sustained 1:15 a. m. this morning, due to various delays east of Lamy, especially
by the advance in the rates.
the derailment at Fulton.
CONSTRUCTION" CONTEST
Santa Fe dining
1416, used on
IX NORTHWESTERN' MEXICO. one of the N. E. car
A. specials last
Mexico City, Mexico. July 11. A week, and also an extra Pullman
lively railroad building contest is on sleeper were dead headed through Alin northwestern Mexico between the buquerque this morning.
Kansas City, Mexico and Orient and
Engines 963. 1622, 1203 and the
the Kio tirande, Sierra Madre and
Pacific railroads as to which line old Southern California engine No. 1,
shall be first to reach the Pacific were pushed off the "dead track" incoast. The former Is already com- to the shops yesterday afternoon for
pleted and in operation
from the overhauling.
port of Topolobampo west for about
054, one of the smallest locomo100 miles, and it has considerable
in use on the Kio Grande divistrack laid from the city of Chlchihua tives
ion,
was turned out of the shops
toward the Texas border. The Kio
Grande, Sierra Madre and Pacific yesterday morning and given Its trial
now runa from Juarez, opposite El trip. It was sent to Demlng today.
Paso, Tex., to Terrazas. a distance of
Captain K. M. Spivey, Harvey sysabout 120 miles. It has also built an tem
inspector between this city and
Isolated line from Teinosachlc to the Williams,
Ariz., leit this morning for
new town of Madera, a distance of
Topeka
on a business and pleasure
&0
Is
miles. This line
to be trip.
about
connected with the main line, which
Is now being built. The Pacflc coast
Chris
liruckman,
foreman
for
terminus of the road has not been Grant
Hros.. who have charge of the
fully decided upon. It will be "Ither
cut-of- f
Helen
work at Kio Puerco,
Ouaymun or Topolobampo. Whichever of these two places Is selected, was a visitor In Albuquerque yesterday.
It will make the road a direct competitor with the Kunsas City, Mexico
Colonel W. R Hopewell, of the New
and Orient.
Mexico Fuel & Iron company, returnIt is stated that the Ulo Orande, ed
last evening from a business
Sierra Madre and Pacific will also triphome
to Santa Fe and over the line.
have the advantage of being a shorter route and having much lower
Engine 436 was brought here yesgradt't than Its prospective competifrom the Topeka shops to be
tor. No serious engineering prob- terday
assigned
In
lems are encountered
its con- division. to duty on the hornytoad
struction, while on the Kansas City,
'
Mexico
and Orient some of the
traveling
passenger
I. M. Yen,
heaviest construction work ever un- agent
the Pennsylvania lines at
dertaken in Mexico has to be done Denver.forColo.,
was
in
the
city last
where It crosses the Sierra M.xlres. evening.
It Is claimed by engineers who have
been employed In the survey of the
P. G. Archer, well known In Alroute of this road through the mounbuquerque, has been appointed
tains that It will take at least ten
years m accomplish the gigantic Etter. at Hlneon by Superintendent
piece of construction work.
Engine 431. which was turned out
w, en m;ek i
of the shops Tuesday, was given its
ori'ici
trial trip yesterday.
Mi iti.i u or
i
Oiiy of Mexico. mi:ic
JuU 11. official
Jack Gctchelt. a machinist In the
publication. as already announced,
was ma le here of the details f, ir th shops, has resigned to accept a poplan for the purchase by the govern- sition In California.
ment of controlling interest in the
Engines 1054 and 1052 have been
Mexican Central and the meriting of
to local work on the New
that road with the national and Inter- assigned
national roads, which are already Mexico division.
owned by the government and operFireman N'eu r of the coast line
ated as one system. There lira a few freight
service is on the eick lint.
details still to be worked out before
the government takes actual charge
Impure blood runs you
of the Mexican Central, but It W expected that this will be dm r about makes you an easy victim down
for orAugust 1. It is planned to efface ganic diseases. Hurdock
Hitthe individual names by which the ters purifies the blood Hlood
cures the
several properties are known and to cause bulldi you up.

CLAIM ADVANCE

WAS MADE IN
REVENGE

Mis-cou-

n,

ff

yard-mast-

W. A.

vestigation which the court orders
will show that Senator Clark now
derives an Income of $25,000,000 a
year from United Verde, much of
which, Mr. Demond sa,ys, should have
been turned over to Treadwell.
Judge Amend, in his ruling, says
that the sale of the property of the
United Verde Copper company to a
Reorganization committee for $500,000
although the property is valued at
$90,000,000. was Illegal .and that the
property shall revert to the original
stockholders. This sale, according to
Treadwell, was made for the purpose
of freezing him out, for the reason
that his 620 shares, Instead of being
a,t $500 a share, which he says is
their real value, would be valued at
only about $3 a share.
Treadwell Allowed to Probe.
Judge Amend furthermore holds
that
Clark shall permit
Treadwell to make a thorough investigation
of all the United Verde
property, from which he alleges he
has hitherto 'been barred oy Clark,
and shall be permitted to go through
the books of the corporation, as well
as to make an examination of the
mines.
Clark must now make
public all the mysterious methods by
which he has conducted the business
of the United Verde since 1888, when
he first came Into control of the company," said Mr. Demond.
"It Is most difficult to put any figures on the amount Involved,"' said
Mr. Demond, "for the reason that the
Clark regime has hid the true facts
from the ipubllc. If the
income now Is $25,000,000 a year from
United Verde, the total for the last
20 years would make $300,000,000 a
conservative estimate."
May Jluve to
Millions.
"How much does Mr. Treadwell
expect Clerk wll be compelled to give
up ghould this Investigation nrovn his
profits Illegal, as is alleged?" was
asueu. -- win he suffer losses which
will materially Impair his fortune?"
"There is no telling how much
money the exsenator may have
to
turn over to my client." was the reply. "Hut If justice be done, I am
most positive that it will run up into
the millions."
According to testimony adduced
during the trial, there Is $100,000,-000
of ore In the United Verde mine
simply waiting for the drill
beyond this golden vein there and
far
more wealth of Incalculable lies
worth.
According to William G. Allaire,
who testitied for the complainant before Justice Heach, a surveyor using
a diamond drill and starting at a cen.
tral point in the company's holding
had found copper ore of wonderfully
pure character wirhln a radius of
10,000 feet, or a little less than two
miles. In all directions.
Kloli In Gold nnal Silver.
Furthermore, the plaintiff arrested,
the ore is also rich in gold and silver.
According to testimony
by
Treadwell, the present ore runs
ounces of silver to the ton, and 600
for
each ton of raw ore there Is extracted
$2,000 worth of gold, or about $1 a
pound.
When Senator Clark took the stand
he testified that he had bought th3
stock of the United Verde when It
was cheap and considered of lit!"
account.

sulphide claim which shows every
appearance of being the top edge of
a very large ore ehutev
With a
vein and solid ore a foot In
width at the bottom of the crosscut, the Indications are regarded as
exceedingly favorabe.
The United Vcnle Suit.
Jeromo, Ariz., Juy 11. The
suit against the owners of
the United Verde mine which has
Just been won by Geo. A. Treadwell
is expected to lead to the disclosure
of some interesting facts in regard
to the earnings and resources of the
Hy the decision of
famous mine.
the court an accounting la demanded
to determine Just what Mr. Trend-we- ll
Is entitled to as a minority
stockholder.
The condition of tl e
mine and the company's books havs
hitherto
been carefully
guarded
from public view, so that more than
ordinary interest Is being taken in
the case by local mining men, especially those operating on properties
adjoining the United Verde. Among
these aren oted the Verde Grande,
the Hull group, thei Cleopatra, and
the Arkansas & Arizona. The mines
mentioned are pushing forward their
development operations steadily; but
a more exact knowledge of underground conditions In the Immediate
vicinity Is likely to prove decidedly
encouragin g.
eight-year-o-

"Ex-Senat-

He-tur-

Rod Burns Quickly Healed.
"I am so delighted with what
Chamberlains Salve haa done for me
that I feel bound to write and tell
you so," says Mrs. Robert Mytton.
457 John St., Hamilton, Ontario. "My
little daughter had a bad burn on
her knee. I applied Chamberlain's
salve and it healed beautifully."
This salve allays the pain of a burn
most Instantly. It Is for sale by all
druggists.

M.

30-fo- ot

;

CLEARING

MANDEIvL
COMMENCES

HOLD ANNUAL

No

Roswell Will Entertain Bar
Association on August
23 to 26.

needed
You Don't Count the Cost

when eating our pies, cakes and
pastry, for It'a small In comparison
with the satisfaction you gain. The
The meeting of the New Mexico day you start using the products of
Bar association which will take place our bakery will be a
red letter one
at Itoswell in August, promises to
Mark It up this
be an assembly of great interest and on your calendar.
Inrportance. There will be present day.
Hon. James R. Garfield, secretary of
the Interior; Hon. Samuel H. Cowan,
with the foot- a distinguished memiber of the Texas
RIONBKR
BAKERY
bar, and a specialist of high standing
The flexible sole Red Cross
In practice before the Interstate com207 South First Street.
merce commission, whose subject will
Shoe
is
be "Government Regulation of Railfrom
roads"; Hon.
ward Kent, chief
'he start.
Justice of Arizona, whose subject
has not yet been determined.
The burning and
The territorial bar will be well repsaused
by stiff soles and the
resented and subjucts of great Interest
treated by It.
nest American Block, per ton.. $6.50 svils of thin soles are preIn addition to the Intellectual feast, Anthracite Nut, per ton
98.50 vented by the Red
Cross. It
there will be spread one of those ban Anthracite Stove and Furnace
quet boards for which the Pecos val
per too
$0.50
snables
a
woman
to
be on her
ley Is deservedly famous.
feet for hours at a time with,
Justice Pope, Hon. G. A. Richard
son, assisted by the Pecos Valley bar
:omfort.
In conjunction with the president of
tne .New Mexico liar association, A.
H. Henehan, are making every effort
A stylish
to make the coming session one of
D It Y CEDAR
tne most successful, Interesting ana
shoe
that's
PINION
instructive ever held by the assoclu
AND TOKNILLO.
tlon.
absolutely
TERMS STRICTLY CASH.

comfortable

COAL

aching

WOOD
WOHsMMMB

TNE

CURE

AND

COUCH

THE

Dr. King's

WITH

Discovery

Wow

0NSUIKPTI0N

FOR

LUNC8

J

OUGHSanl
OLDS

Price
COc&SI.OO
Fres Trial.

1

i

a

lb

Props..

C1)..

FOR BALE BT

-T-

B.

if velailu.

TANN A BON.

O-

Colorado
And Principal Eastern Points

John

S.

Beaven

comfortable

602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

When you want to buy, sell,
rent or exchange

Household Goods
Keep busy until you find

Star Furniture Co.
214 W.
Albuquerque

Gold Are.
New Mexico

N: Sr. RtJ Cnu
Pint Ck BlmUr
S4.00

)xfords,
$3-- 5

ligh Shoes,
$4.00
Let us fit you,

WM. CHAPLIN
121

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERT. SALE. PEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.

-

ir
"t

.

S
mi

V
Foster

HENRY

y"

v

J

DEVOES READY PAINT
One Gallon Corers 600 Square Fee.
PALMETTO ROOF TAINT
Stops Leaks. Lasts Frre Years.
JAP-A-LA-

BEST TOURNOUTS IN THH CITT
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

A, E. WALKER,

Don't Forget The
ALBUQUERQUE

PLANING

via

iNsumAMcm

Secretary Mutual Bnlldln
MILL tlon. Offloe at 317 West
venae.

THK OLDEST MILL IN THE CITY.
When In need of sash, door, frames,
etc. Screen work a Heclulty. 403
South frlrut street. Telephone 408.

W. E.

Telephone No. 61
The Standard

iix

rates, long limit, tickets
on Limited and all other
trains. Call at ticket office and we
will plan your trip back east, W
are all going. Why not youT
Low

Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are
right.

A. T. & S. F. RY.

WAUGEK

WOOL

TOTI a OR API
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, H
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquor
and Cigars. Place your orders f
this line with us.
NORTH TH .D BT

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
Ali Kinds of Fresh

and Rait Ms
Meam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLIEXWORT
Masonic Building, North Third Btr9

B. A, SLEYSTER
Standard Plumbing & Heating Co

T. E PURDY, Agent

RaHreaJ

with Raube and Vfauger
Office, 115 North First fit.
ALBUQUERQUE. If. If.

If You Want A

Plumber

er

C.

408 Wist Railroad Mvoamo

June 1st to Sept. 30th

(RjCfcH

Railroad Awnut

Thos. F. Keleber

On Sale Dally
TV.'

breaking in

MEETING

EXCURSION

ym oot

6

Use Kennedys
Cough
Laxatlv
Syrup. Contains no opiates. It drive
the cold out of the system by gently
moving the bowels. Contains Honey
and Tar and tastes nearly as good as
maple syrup. Children like It. Hold
by J. H. O' Rlelly at Co.

WILL

LAWYERS

u.'NUMCTURINB

QO

JULY

SATURDAY,

ixxmixxmimmii:miHmiiHHiMmTtfTrrTmnniiiiii,T

Burest and Uuickest Cure for all
Gt a free sample of Dr. Shoop's THROAT
and LUNO TR.0UB-IJC-S,
"Health Coffee" at our store. If real
or MONET BACK.
coffee disturbs your Stomach, your
Heart or Kidneys, then try this clever
Coffee Imitation.
Dr. Shoop has
Dr. Williams' IndlsnPlu
closely matched Old Java and Mocha
Hutment will cure mind
Coffee In flavor and taste, yet it has
UleeUui
ana iLchln.
not a single grain of real Coffee In It.
J'iltn. Httmorlis the tumor.
Wt
Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee Imitation
Hlluys the ltcbiiig at onre, ao
Is made from pure toasted grains or
as a Douiiire. ivc instant
l"f. Dr. w ilUams'TiKllan
cereals, with Malt. Nuts, etc.
Pile Olu
Made
merit
UDrenarra for 1Ha tnH l,..:In a minute. No tedious wait.
You
In of the private p:iris.
Kre.-box i
5
will surely like it.
Sold by C. U.
iirriiiffii. uy ariiL'fnKifl, ny mail on r
Brlgham.
"Ilit of pnr. AO crota am l.(Kl. ULfiLlllfc

ISNT A MAN EASY ?

SALE

ld

Yield Is CJootl.
Prescott, Ariz., July 11. Reports
received here from leading copper
mining camps throughout the territory Indicate a decided change of
sentiment as having come about In
th last few days on the part of eastern investors towards Arizona mining interests.
Capital for development purposes Is again flowing freely Into the more important copper
camps, this being especially noticeable In the case of the camps situated
along
the Arizona-Sonor- a
belt
through Yavapai, Maricopa, Pinal
and Santa Cruz counties.
Similar reports have also come
from Cananea
points
and other
across the Mexican border.
Heavy
July dividend disbursements distributed throughout the country by the
producing copper mines are credited
with being responsible for much of
the favorable sentiment towards the
industry. It Is also pointed out that
the big consumers of copper, such
concerns as the General Electric, the
Westing house, the Hoeblings. and
the New England .shwt copper and
brass companies, will be compelled
to come Into the market with heavy
buying orders at a very early date,
and that no material
concessions
from the present selling pricei of the
material are within the range of
probability.
With prices at anywhere near the
present figure the mining of
ores must continue to be immensely profitable.
This condition
is wen unuersioou nmong promoters
of new enterprises and Investors In
general, with the result that the pro-- j
during mines are enlarging their fe- cilltles to the limit, while the developing promoters are straining
every nerve to placet themselves on
the producing basis at the earliest
possible moment.
low-gra-
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INSCRANCR.
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ESTATsV-NOTAR-

PUBLIC?.

Rooms II and
Albaqurqwe.
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Telephone No,
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tr arrnntre with the New Mexico
historical society, of which Mr. Prince
i
chairman, for an exhibit at tno
fair.
llr. James Carr. Cornelius Conard
N. Y., are
their sister, of Buffalo,
visiting P. I). McOormlck and family

x,

have a right to expect and get what you want
1 and pay for.
We do the same. When the
soles
or linings in our shoes do not
uppers, the
come up to our specification and standard we send
them back.

"Vou

Men's High Shoes
Men's Low Shoes
Women's High Shoes
Women's Low Shoes
Children's Shoes and Slippers

$1.85
1.65
1.50
1.50

.''IV.
K. E. Twltchell.

of Las Vega,
transacted business In Albuquerque
esterday.
'F. Kelfer and wife, of Ruby, Tex.,
are In Albuquerque today visiting
friends.
J. W. Morgan, of Sin Leandro,
Ciil., arrived In the city today on the
limited.
of
Leon L. Godchaux, a resident
Deming, N. M., arrived In the city
evening.
last
Hugo Srhwarwenka, ft business ma t
of New York, arrived In Albuquerquo
last evening.
Frank Hubbell went to the Pecos
some
country today to purchase
sheep for his ranch.
John Orr, Jr., a prominent ranchman of Engle, Is In the city today
transacting business.
T. L. Llndsley and II. W. Wood,
business men of Los Angeles, are In
the city this afternoon.
n. T. Long, a Las Vegas business
ma, left yesterday for Warsaw, lnd.,
for a two weeks.' visit.
F. L. Barka, of Antelope Springs,
arrived in Albuquerque last evening
to spend several days here.
D. Welnmann, left yesterday for
New York where he will buy his fall
and winter stock of goods.
Mrs. J. J. Johnson, of 802 East
Central avenue, loft yesterday for a
few weeks' outing at Jemez.
C. II. Ellndendorf and Mrs. II. B.
Clarkson, of Ellnendorf, N. M., arrived In the city this morning.
Mrs. B. Blbo, wife of a sheep man
and merchant of Blbo, N. M., Is
shopping in Albuquerque today.
E. B. Christy, a local architect,
left for a business trip to the western
part of the territory last night.
B. M. Duncan and T. M. Francis,
of Flagstaff, visited friends and transacted business In Albuquerque yester-

to $4.00
to 4.00
to

5.

00

to 3.50
85 to 2.50

See the

Reliance Electrical Co.
502 West Central

For First Class Repairing Work
in Anything Electrical

THE WAGNER

Plumbers

32I-32- 3

HARDWARE
W-R.-

GO.

Charles Klrcher, proprietor of the
Fair store of EI I'aso, is In Albuquerque today visiting the local merchants.
Mrs. S. Freil Beuther, of Las Vegas, left yesterday for a visit with
friends in Buffalo, N. Y., and Chi-

Alaska Refrigerators

cago, 111.
E. R. Bartlett,

White

Refrig-

erators

Cream
Freezers

the
most
complete
in the city
is

y

140-ml-

1

A BARGAIN.
lots for sale In the Highlands,
once.
If sold at
JOHN W. MOORE REALTY CO.

I
1

If you are troubled with burning or

perspiring feet try a box of our foot
powders. Immediate relief and final
cure guaranteed or money refunded.
Price 20 cents per package. C. May's
Shoe store, 314 West Central avenue.

Anthracite

Mixed

1

i

!

1

II
II

$2.50
3.25

1.90

Extra Special!
200 dozen of 50c and 75c
Green

Four - in - hand Ties,
Tagged,

IIAHN &

IN

THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER

go;

North First St.
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NORTH FIRST STREET

Ml

Refrigerators, Garden Hose Garden Tools
WATER
COOLERS

HIGH GRADE
EN AM EL V ARE

LAWN
MOWERS

TREE PRUNERS
None Better

We Invite
ill

iih

sf

-j-

-'---

--

"9

119 W. GOLD

Shaw's Bread

20
Percent
Discount

Clothing

1

i
Sale
a

r--

l3

In order to make room for our new goods which are
being shipped from New York by our Eastern buyer

tjS
Yti

ist
f

1 All Summer Clothing Must Go At Once

See

Our Windows

MIT

WHITNEY C

' TVL'T.''

Plumbing

FANCY DRY GOODS

Mrs. M.

224

C Wilson
TICKETS

R.R.

AND

W. Gold

EOUGHT, SOLO

Transactions

Cuaranteeo

ROSENFIEIO'S,

(9

Hercules Powder
and

and

g. Tinning

Mine and Mill

High Explosives

Supplies

Mail Orders Solicited- -

EXCHANGED

Association OfIce

II8W.R. R.Avt

45

Garden Hose and Lawn Mowers

-- Spialty of
STYLISH DRLSSMAKINQ

to Ortler.
Iino fur

0

Alaska Refrigerators
White Mountain Ice Gream Freezers

Reduction In Trimmed Hats
Miss C. P. Ckaxk
512 North Stcond S tet

1WNCV AVORK

m

XfcrMjrP

Wholesale and Retail Hardware

T

MaUTluU

h
represents
We need the Room and the money
positiveyou.
will
De
delay.
This
not
sale
the saviDg to
&
V
P
ly close on July 20.

S

Just Removed to 305
South Second St.
Phone 1056

Mumping

One-fift-

and Black Suits Reserved

$4.90
2.90
5.75
4.75
3.90
2.90

MIT.Ti WOOD.

AVE

122 S. SECOND

Blue

$7 .50

McCormick Harvesters and Mowers

Discount

All

8.75

ft

Channel Cat Fish
Fresh Mackerel
Barracuda
Red Snapper
Salmon

1

Percent

Semi-Annu- al

10.75

Also Big Bargains in Hats, Hosiery, Underwear, Suspenders, Etc.

1

E.L Washburn Co.

The Great

8.75

OS Cents

I

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR

20

11.75
10.75

ce

50 dozen High Grade Shirts,
worth. $1.50 to $2.00, Green
Tagged,

FOR CASH ONLY

$6.50
6.50
8.50
9.00
9.50
6.00

12.75

2-Pi- ece

Extra Special!

COAL 1
Anthracite, furnace sizes
Clean Uus Coke
Smithing Con I.

Suits.

e

14.75

$6.00 Suits, Green Tagged
$4.50 Suits, Green Tagged
Men's Trousers, 7.00 values, Green Tagged
Men's Trousers, 6.00 values, Green Tagged
Men's Trousers, 5.00 values, Green Tagged
Men's Trousers, 4.00 values, Green Tagged
Men's Trousers, 3.00 values, Green Tagged
Boys'
Boys'

lo

19

American Block nor ton
CorrilloH Lump
Anthracite Nut

Two-Piec-

Coat and Pants, Worth $10, $12, $15 and
$17.50, Still on Sale at

FRBS II FIS II

Palace

Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Out Glass. Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and (ruorantce A SQUARE DEAL.

All Our

$19.75
17.75

Between Railroad and Copper Ave., Tel. 74

THE

RAILROAD

Si

115-11- 7

the lowest

Diamond

I

!

WOOD I SIMON STERN

right-of-wa-

tOO

A newsupply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,

EvEHITT

Hart, Schaffner & Marx $27.50 Suits, Green Tagged
Hart, Schafiner & Marx $24.00 Suits, Green Tagged
Sincerity Guaranteed $20.00 Suits, Green Tagged
Sincerity Guaranteed $18.00 Suits, Green Tagged
Sincerity Guaranteed $15.00 Suits, Green Tagged
Reliable Suits, worth $14.00, Green Tagged
Reliable Suits, worth $12.00, Green Tagged
Young Men's $15,00 Suits, Green Tagged
Young Men's $12.00 Suits, Green Tagged

Indian and Mexican Goods. The Cheapest
Place to buy Navajo Blankets and Mexican Drawn Work
Mali Ordarm Carefully and Promptly rilled.

Just Arrived
Grass Catchers. Our prices

I

All Kinds of

Water
Filters

Coolers

1907.

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE
4

Water

n,

Green Tag Sale

1

Albu-buquerq- ue

W.

Ice

ar

-

Vegas.

y
agent
for the Santa Fe with headquarters
at Topeka, is transacting business In
the city this week.
Epimenlo A. Mlera, of Sandoval,
N. M., returned to his home there
yesterday after marketing some of Green
I'ui'tory
his wool In this city.
L. Bradford Prince,
of Santa Fe. spent yesterday In Al11,
buquerque on business. The terri0! torial fair committee will probably

Savin
Ice Pads

Our
Line of

at Lm

Annl S. Lnwroii, Lucy M.
Scott and Clara M. Scott, of Seattle,
who are touring the southwest, visited Albuquerque Ivl i.ig'it.
A. B. Graham, local manager of
the Colorado Telephone company, Is
In Belen on company business.
He
is expected back home tomorrow.
Joe O. Smith, Rpeclal agent at Dallas, Texas, for the Fire Association of
Philadelphia, Pa., Is In Albuquerque
today visiting V. F. McCanna.
George Learnard. manager of the
Learnnrd ft Llmlemann music store
Htid Melville Summers will leave on
July 18th for the Pecos valley on a
vacation.
by
Ilrlnn Reymour, accompanied
his wife and nelce, all of Geneva,
Australia, stopped over In Albuquerque today. They will leave tonight
for Mexico.
The California limited was delayed
ten minutes In leaving here this afternoon on account of the electric
lights In Pullman car "Merced" refusing to work.
Roderick
Stover. Porter Jones,
George Thomas and Lafe Coombs
will leave tomorrow for the Pecos
camping
valley on a fishing,
and
hunting expedition.
a
of
L.
man
business
J.
Tinker,
Sandusky, Ohio, arrived In the city
last night from the east. Mr. Tinker came here to Investigate the Rio
Grande Water & Irrigation company,
which makes Its headquarters here.
Mrs. John Cuneo returned to
last night from California
Mrs. Cuneo accompanied Mr. Cuneo
to California, who will stay there till
September on account of health. Mr.
Cuneo is improving rapidly.
R. L. Dodson. mannger of the Al
buquerque Cycle & Arms Co.. who
took Robert Putney and his family
to the Pecos valley last week, returned home last night. The
trip- was made in an, automobile,
A. M. Glldersleeve, vice president
and general mannger of the Colorado
National Assurance company, with
headquarters at Denver, is in the city
todav on an Inspection trip. He is
local
the guest of R .C. Prewltt,
manager.

day.

Tinners

Ave- -

mntsDAr,

:

1

Misses

ppnvpr,
Colo.,
July 11. lineal
thunder showers tonight and Friday.
Charles Kelcher, if El Taso, was In
the city yesterday.
Mrs. H. J. MiMJuire, of Helen, Is
shopplnr here toduy.
here from
V. C. Weslry arrived
Santa Fe last night.
Julius Sellgman. of Thornton, spent
yesterday In the city.
I'. V. Parker, of Ias Cruces, Is
visiting In Albuiuerque today.
H. M. Campbell and wife, of Fhoe-niAria., are In the city today.
J. Korber and Herman Blueher re
turned last night from a trip north.
Mrs. A. J. and Miss Hazel Maloy returned from an extended easte:r. trip
yestc day.
George J. Suite, of Silver City. Is
trannactlng business In the oily to- -

-
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